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0 ZXJMQPJ 

ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NS CTSWJ[W 


MDWNDS ZXJMQPJ 


WJ tMbgd GDHd tMrhuJM hur fhtMJrs ifwJ DrJ whfJg� 
,VNWJNSND WTTQK 

TMJ QNVW TK ESJQNVM VSJDPNSJ ETPJS EWNWJWV TK STJWW\ TW SWTVJ NPSTWWDSW JSTXJM 

WT GJ NSHQXGJG NS TMJ Nhrthg AgtMhehJy hKLbtJrDturJ Gy WhfJg GJKTWJ WMJ SNSJWJJSWM 

HJSWXW\ NV WJQDWNDJQ\ VMTWW- TMJ\ NSHQXGJ+ NS WMJ MNGGQJ AJJV DSG WMJ RJSDNVVDSHJ+ JXQNDS 

TK NTWENHM: MDWJJW\ KJPSJ: QXJJS EQNbDGJWM I: MDW\ SNGSJ\ HJWGJWW+ CTXSWJVV TK 

PJPGWTPJ: DSG APJQND LDSNJW- IS WMJ SJWNTGV TK WMJ VJDJSWJJSWM DSG JNJMWJJSWM HJSWXWNJV 

DWJ ASSJ BWDGVWWJJW: MDWJDWJW CDDJSGNVM+ DXHMJVV TK NJEHDVWQJ: JDSJ LJDG: KDWMJWNSJ 

PMNQNSV: MDW\ RTEQDSGVTS: ASMWD BJMS: LDG\ MDW\ CMXGQJNJM: ASSJ KNQQNJWJE: ASSJ 

FNSHM+ CTXSWJVV TK WNSHMNQVJD: MDW\ AVWJQQ: LDG\ MDW\ WTWWQJ\ MTSWDJX: CMDWQTWWJ 

SPNWM: FDSS\ BXWSJ\: PMNQQNV WMJDWQJ\: DSG MDW\ WTQQVWTSJHWDKW- I HDSSTW QNVW WMJ 

SDPJV TK ESJQNVM VSJDPNSJ PJS KWTP WMJ VDPJ WNPJ SJWNTG EMTVJ ETWP NV HTSVNGJWJG TK 

VNPNQDW HDQNGJW GJHDXVJ WMJ VSDHJ WJVXNWJG ETXQG WDPJ XS PTWJ SDJJV WMDS NV DQQTEJG KTW 

WMJ QJSJWM TK WMNV JVVD\- 

WM\ WMJ DDVW GNVHWJSDSH\? OSJ PXVW GJ QNWJWDWJ WT GJ SDWW TK D QNWJWDW\ WWDGNWNTS- 

BJKTWJ WMJ ENGJVSWJDG JGXHDWNTS TK ETPJS+ EMNHM GJJDS NS WMJ SNSJWJJSWM,HJSWXW\+ 

JGXHDWNTS KTW ETPJS EDV "DQPTVW JSWNWJQ\ HQDVV,GDVJG" EMJWJ JDJS "D \TXSJ QDG\ MDG 

KDW QJVV HMDSHJ TK GJHTPNSJ QNWJWDWJ WMDS D \TXSJ JJSWQJPDS- ASG DV KTW WMTVJ GTWS WT GJ 




 
 

1 ZXJMQPJ 

ETPJS WDWMJW WMDS 
QDGNJV
+ WMJNW HMDSHJV TK QNWJWDH\ EJWJ DNWWXDQQ\ SNQ" �MNQJV 10 (- TMJ 

ETPJS NS WMJ QNVW DGTDJ MDG WMJ DGDDSWDJJ TKQNWJWDH\+ GXW KTW WMJ DDVW PDMTWNW\ TK ETPJS 

GJKTWJ WMJ SNSJWJJSWM HJSWXW\ WMJNW QDHP TK JGXHDWNTS SWJDJSWJG WMJP KWTP WDPNSJ SDWW NS 

DS\ QNWJWDW\ JSGJDDTWV- HTEJDJW+ DS JGXHDWNTS G\ NWVJQK NV STW VXKKNHNJSW WT SWTGXHJ D 

EWNWJW: WMJ TSSTWWXSNW\ WT EWNWJ NV DQVT SJHJVVDW\- TMJ QDGNJV NS WMJ DGTDJ QNVW EJWJ TK D 

VTHNDQ HQDVV WMDW DQQTEJG WMJP WMJ QJNVXWJ WT EWNWJ- FTW PDS\ ETPJS WMJS DSG WTGD\+ WMJ 

MTXWV TK WMJNW GD\ DWJ WDPJS XS ENWM WMJ GJPDSGV TK MTXVJETWP DSG HMNQGHDWJ+ TW WMJ 

SJHJVVNW\ TK PDPNSJ D QNDNSJ+ TW GTWM- TMJ MTGJWSNVW HWNWNH+ EWNWJW DSG GNDWNVW VNWJNSND 

WTTQK VDNG NS 0818 WMDW D ETPDS EWNWJW SJJGJG "D WTTP TK MJW TES DSG KNDJ MXSGWJG D 

\JDW" �0/2(- TMJ VTQNWXGJ DSG KWJJGTP KWTP TWMJW KTWPV TK ETWP ETXQG DQQTE D ETPDS 

WMJ SJHJVVDW\ WNPJ WT SWDHWNHJ DSG SJWKJHW MJW HWDKW- ASTWMJW KDHWTW WMDW MDV SWJDJSWJG 

ETPJS KWTP GJNSJ PTWJ TK D SWJVJSHJ NS WMJ QNWJWDW\ KNJQG NV WMJ VJW TK VTHNDQ J[SJHWDWNTSV 

WJJDWGNSJ WMJNW SJWVTSDQ GJMDDNTW- EDJS STE+ ETPJS DWJ "VWNQQ XSGJW SWJVVXWJ WT HTSKTWP 

WT WWDGNWNTSDQ HTSHJSWV TK ETPDSQ\ GJMDDNTW+ WT GJ VJQK,JKKDHNSJ+ VXSSTWWNDJ DSG 

XSMXGJNSJ+ DSG WT NSDJVW DQQ WMJNW JKKTWWV NS WMJNW PDS
V VXHHJVV WDWMJW WMDS WMJNW TES" 

�MNQJV 3(- EDJS NK D ETPDS MDV DS JGXHDWNTS DSG KWJJ WNPJ WT SXWVXJ D QNWJWDW\ HDWJJW+ VMJ 

NV HTSVNGJWJG XSETPDSQ\ NK VMJ GTJV VT- 

ASWDJTSNVP WTEDWG ETPJS EWNWJWV HTXQG GJ J[WWJPJ+ DV NS WMNV J[DPSQJ KWTP WMJ 

SNSJWJJSWM,HJSWXW\ STJW DSG VMTWW VWTW\ EWNWJW+ EGJDW AQQDS PTJ+ EMJWJ MJ GJWDWJV "WMJ 

SJVWNQJSWNDQ VTHNJW\ TK QNWJWDW\ ETPJS- TMJ\ DWJ D MJDWWQJVV+ XSSDWXWDQ+ DJSTPTXV+ 

GNVMTSTWDGQJ VJW+ ENWM ST JXNGNSJ SWNSHNSQJ GXW NSTWGNSDWJ VJQK,JVWJJP" �CWTEGJW 007(+ 

DSG EMTVJ EWNWNSJ EDV DW GJVW "PJGNTHWJ" �CWTEGJW 000(- IS 0744+ NDWMDSNJQ 

HDEWMTWSJ EWTWJ WT MNV SXGQNVMJW WMDW "APJWNHD NV STE EMTQQ\ JNDJS TDJW WT D GDPSJG 



2 ZXJMQPJ 

PTG TK VHWNGGQNSJ ETPJS+ DSG I VMTXQG MDDJ ST HMDSHJ TK VXHHJVV EMNQJ WMJ SXGQNH WDVWJ 

NV THHXSNJG ENWM WMJNW WWDVM,DSG VMTXQG GJ DVMDPJG TK P\VJQK NK I GNG VXHHJJG" �FWJGJWNHP 

120 (- FDHNSJ VXHM VWWTSJ WJVJSWPJSW+ PDS\ ETPJS EMT GNG EWNWJ KTW WMJ SXGQNH MNG WMJNW 

KJPDQJ NGJSWNW\ G\ WDPNSJ D PDVHXQNSJ STP GJ SQXPJ NS WMJ MTSJ WMDW MNGNSJ WMJNW JJSGJW 

ETXQG DQQTE WMJNW ETWP WT GJ HTSVNGJWJG TS NWV TES PJWNW- IS DGGNWNTS+ VDNG VNWJNSND 

WTTQK+ "FTW PTVW TK MNVWTW\+ ASTS\PTXV EDV D ETPDS" �42(- 

TEJSWNJWM HJSWXW\ KJPNSNVW DSG QNWJWDW\ HWNWNH EQDNSJ SMTEDQWJW GJKNSJV WMJ 

SWTJWJVV TK ESJQNVM ETPJS EWNWJWV NS WMWJJ SMDVJV- TMJ KNWVW VWDJJ VMJ QDGJQV "KJPNSNSJ+" 

NS EMNHM ETPJS SWJVJSWJG WMJPVJQDJV NS "WMJ SWJDDNQNSJ PTGJV TK WMJ GTPNSDSW 

WWDGNWNTS" �[DNN(: WMJ VJHTSG VWDJJ EDV "KJPNSNVW+" NS EMNHM ETPJS SWTWJVWJG WMTVJ 

PTGJV: DSG NS WMJ WMNWG VWDJJ HDQQJG "KJPDQJ" ETPJS GJKNSJG WMJNW TES NGJSWNW\- 

SMTEDQWJW GJQNJDJV WMDW NS WMJ WEJSW\,KNWVW HJSWXW\ ETPJS MDDJ WJDHMJG WMDW STNSW EMNHM 

VMJ HDQQV "KWJJ+" NS EMNHM WMJ\ HDS EWNWJ DGTXW DS\WMNSJ WMJ\ HMTTVJ NS DS\ ED\ WMJ\ 

HMTTVJ-

SMTEDQWJW HTNSJG WMJ WJWP JyghHrbtbHbsf� EMNHM VMJ GJKNSJV DV HTSVWWXHWNSJ "D 

KJPDQJ KWDPJETWP KTW WMJ DSDQ\VNV TK ETPJS
V QNWJWDWXWJ" WT GJDJQTS "SJE PTGJQV GDVJG 

TS WMJ VWXG\ TK KJPDQJ J[SJWNJSHJ+ WDWMJW WMDS WT DGDSW PDQJ PTGJQV DSG WMJTWNJV" �020 (-

HTEJDJW+ WMJ VWXG\ TK KJPDQJ J[SJWNJSHJ SMTEDQWJW MDG NS PNSG NV VXDQNKNJG NS WMJ 

NSWWTGXHWNTS WT MJW QNWJWDW\ MNVWTW\+ A Jury hKHJr PJJrs: AfJrbHDg WhfJg WrbtJrs Krhf 

AggJ BrDGstrJJt th AggbJ Prhuex� IS WMNV GTTP+ SMTEDQWJW GJKNSJV WMJ KJPDQJ QNWJWDW\ 

WWDGNWNTS DV HTPNSJ "KWTP ETPJS
V WJQDWNTS WT WMJ QNWJWDW\ PDWPJWSQDHJ+ DSG KWTP QNWJWDW\ 

NSKQXJSHJ WDWMJW WMDS JVVJSWNDQ VJ[XDQ GNKKJWJSHJ- .t HTPJV KWTP SWJVVXWJV TS ETPJS WT 

QJDG SWNDDWJ WDWMJW WMDS SXGQNH QNDJV+ DSG WT HTSKTWP WT HXQWXWDQ STWPV DSG J[SJHWDWNTSV" 



3 ZXJMQPJ 

�[D(- UVNSJ WMDW GJKNSNWNTS+ VMJ VD\V TK MJW HWNWJWND KTW WMJ NSHQXVNTS TK ETPJS EWNWJWV NS 

MJW GTTP+ "I MDDJ HMTVJS WT GNVHXVV ETPJS EMT EWTWJ KTW SXGQNHDWNTS+ WDWMJW WMDS ETPJS 

EMT EWTWJ GNDWNJV+ QJWWJWV+ WJHNSJV+ TW ENQQV" �[D(- IS SDWWTENSJ MJW GJKNSNWNTS TK ETPJS
V 

QNWJWDW\ MNVWTW\ WT TSQ\ WMTVJ EMT GJQNGJWDWJQ\ DSG SXGQNHQ\ DGGWJVV WMJ WWDGNWNTSDQ QNWJWDW\ 

HDSTS+ SMTEDQWJW J[HQXGJV WMTVJ ETPJS EMT MDDJ WJHTWGJG WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJV TK GJNSJ 

KJPDQJ NS WMJ PTWJ WWDGNWNTSDQ KTWPV TK GNDWNJV+ MTXWSDQV+ DSG QJWWJWV- SMJ GNVPNVVJV WMJ 

SJWVTSDQ DSG HXQWXWDQ VWWXJJQJV TK ETPJS QJDGNSJ TWGNSDW\ QNDJV+ WMJ VWXG\ TK EMTVJ 

J[SJWNJSHJV SJDJWWMJQJVV HTXQG MJQS JPNHM TXW XSGJWVWDSGNSJ TK MNVWTWNHDQ SJWNTGV DSG 

WMJ KJPDQJ J[SJWNJSHJ TDJW JJSJWDWNTSV- 

LDXWJQ TMDWHMJW UQWNHM MDV VWXGNJG WMJ ETWP TK TSJ VXHM TWGNSDW\ ETPDS- 

AQWMTXJM MDWWMD BDQQDWG GNG STW EWNWJ KTW SXGQNHDWNTS+ WMJ EWNWNSJ TK WMJ QDWJ JNJMWJJSWM, 

DSG JDWQ\ SNSJWJJSWM,HJSWXW\ APJWNHDS PNGENKJ+ EMTVJ GNDW\ SWTDNGJG WMJ VTXWHJ KTW 

UQWNHM
V PXQNWbJW PWNbJ ENSSNSJ GTTP A MbGwbKJ's TDeJ� PXVW HJWWDNSQ\ GJ HTSVNGJWJG 

QNWJWDW\- UQWNHM VD\V TK BDQQDWG
V QNWJWDW\ VW\QJ+ "MDWWMD PSJE MTE WT VXJJJVW DS JSWNWJ 

QDSGVHDSJ+ TW NS WMNV HDVJ D WNDJWVHDSJ+ NS D SMWDVJ- HJW GJVHWNSWNTS TK WMJ WNDJW HWTVVNSJ NV 

SDWW SVDQP+ SDWW WDQJ- SMJ XSGJWVWTTG NSVWNSHWNDJQ\+ NK STW VJQK,HTSVHNTXVQ\+ WMJ NPSTWWDSHJ 

TK WJSJWNWNTS DSG WMJ XVJV TK HTSDJSWNTS" �6( DSG MDG DS "XSKTWJJWWDGQJ DTNHJ" �8(- 

AQWMTXJM MDWWMD BDQQDWG GNG STW EWNWJ KTW SXGQNHDWNTS+ MJW EWNWNSJ VW\QJ EDV GJKNSNWJQ\ 

GNVWNSHWNDJ DSG HWDKWJG- IS HMTTVNSJ WT WJHTJSNbJ TSQ\ WMJ VWWXJJQJ TK ETPJS EMT WW\ WT 

DSG.TW VXHHJJG DW EWNWNSJ NS D PDS
V ETWQG+ SMTEDQWJW MJWVJQK GWNSJV NSWT VXJVWNTS MJW 

DVVJWWNTS WMDW ETPJS WTGD\ DWJ KWJJ WT EWNWJ DS\WMNSJ WMJ\ HMTTVJ- 

A GWTDGJW DNJE TK EMDW HTSVWNWXWJV KJPDQJ QNWJWDW\ MNVWTW\ NV MJQG G\ KJPNSNVW 

HWNWNHV SDSGWD GNQGJWW DSG SXVDS GXGDW+ HT,DXWMTWV TK WMJ Nhrthg AgtMhehJy hKLbtJrDturJ 







 
 


 




4 ZXJMQPJ 

By WhfJg: TMJ TrDGbtbhg bg EgJebsM� IS WMJ SWJKDHJ TK WMDW GTTP+ WMJ\ SWTSTVJ WT 

SWJVJSW "WMJ KJPDQJ QNWJWDW\ WWDGNWNTS EMNHM+ KTW VJDJWDQ HJSWXWNJV+ MDV HTJ[NVWJG ENWM+ 

WJDNVJG+ DSG NSKQXJSHJG PDQJ QNWJWDW\ PTGJQV" �[[DNN(+ DSG EMNHM GJJDS NS WMJ "KTXWWJJSWM 

HJSWXW\+ EMJS ETPJS
V EWNWNSJV EJWJ KNWVW SWJVJWDJG" �[[DNNN(- TMJNW GJKNSNWNTS TK 

ETPJS
V QNWJWDW\ MNVWTW\ NSHQXGJV "D SXPGJW TK WWDGNWNTSV ENWMNS WMDW MNVWTW\,WMJ GQDHP+ 

WMJ WJJNTSDQ+ WMJ QJVGNDS+ WMJ ETWPNSJ,HQDVV+ DSG WMJ SDWNDJ,APJWNHDS WWDGNWNTSV" DV EJQQ 

DV GTHXPJSWV "WMJ PDS\ ED\V NS EMNHM ETPJS STJWV DSG KNHWNTS EWNWJWV MDDJ HTSKWTSWJG 

KJPDQJ J[SJWNJSHJV TK HWJDWNTS DSG SWTHWJDWNTS+ PDWWNDJJ DSG PDWJWSNW\+ DGTQJVHJSHJ DSG 

DJNSJ+ GJVNWJ DSG GJDWM" �[[[(- IS TWMJW ETWGV+ ETPJS
V QNWJWDW\ MNVWTW\ NV PTWJ WMDS MXVW 

D WJHTWG TK MTE ETPJS MDDJ GJKJDWJG SWJMXGNHJ DJDNSVW WMJP NS WMJ PDQJ QNWJWDW\ 

PDWPJWSQDHJ- .t NV ETPJS V J[SWJVVNTS TK WMJNW J[SJWNJSHJV DV ETPJS- 

WWNWNSJ G\ ETPJS DGTXW ETPJS DSG WMJ J[SJWNJSHJV XSNVXJ WT GJNSJ D ETPDS 

DWJ JVSJHNDQQ\ NPSTWWDSW GJHDXVJ WMJ\ MDDJ GJJS QDWJJQ\ SJJQJHWJG WMWTXJMTXW QNWJWDW\ 

MNVWTW\- IS MNV DWWNHQJ TS JJSGJW HWNWNHNVP+ RTVV C- MXWKNS VD\V+ "TMJ DNJE WMDW ETPJS 

HDS+ DSG NSGJJG MDDJ GJJS KTWHJG WT+ WJDG DV PJS MDV GJJS KDNWQ\ STSHTSWWTDJWVNDQ- 

EDJW\TSJ DJWJJV WMDW WMJ QNWJWDW\ HDSTS NV QDWJJQ\ DSGWTHJSWWNH DSG WMDW EWNWNSJV G\ PJS 

MDDJ WJSGJG WT 
NPPDVHXQDWJ ETPJS+ KTWHNSJ WMJP WT VJJ WMJ ETWQG KWTP D PDVHXQNSJ 

DNJESTNSW" �116(- AS\ GNVHXVVNTS TK PDWWNDJJ+ GNDTWHJ+ SWJJSDSH\ TW PTWMJWMTTG WMDW 

SXWSTWWV WT WJSWJVJSW ETPJS V J[SJWNJSHJV GXW GTJV STW NSHQXGJ DNJESTNSWV G\ ETPJS+ NV 

VJWNTXVQ\ QDHPNSJ NS HTWJ HTSWJSW DSG HWJGNGNQNW\- RTVDQNSG MNQJV VD\V+ 

A MXJJ DPTXSW TK KJPDQJ QNWJWDW\ WDQJSW MDV DQED\V GJJS HMDSSJQJG DED\ 

KWTP SXGQNH KTWPV TK EWNWNSJ- WTPJS MDDJ KTW HJSWXWNJV GJJS DPTSJ WMJ 

PTVW SWTQNKNH DSG DHHTPSQNVMJG TK QJWWJW,EWNWJWV DSG GNDWNVWV+ GXW - -- WMJVJ 



5 ZXJMQPJ 

DHWNDNWNJV EJWJ STW GJKNSJG DV EWNWNSJ NS WMJ WJDQ VJSVJ+ DSG DWJ TSQ\ STE 

GJNSJ WJHQDNPJG KTW KXQQ HTSVNGJWDWNTS- WTPJS
V EWNWNSJ NS JJSJWDQ MDV D 

PSDHP TK KDNQNSJ WT VDWNVK\ WMJ HWNWNHDQ HWNWJWND TK WMJ PDQJ HDSTS+ DSG NV 

KDXQWJG TS WMJVJ JWTXSGV TK JJSWJ: ETPJS
V STDJQV DWJ HDQQJG 

DXWTGNTJWDSMNHDQ+ ETPJS
V DXWTGNTJWDSMNJV VWNJPDWNbJG DV STDJQNVWNH- � 3( 

.t NV NPSTWWDSW WMDW ETPJS KNSG D DJMNHQJ WMDW ENQQ DQQTE WMJP WT "HTSWNSXJ WT J[SQTWJ WMJ 

NSWNPDWJ DVSJHWV TK WMJNW QNDJV DV ETPJS DV GDXJMWJWV+ DV PTWMJWV+ NS VJ[XDQ WJQDWNTSV ENWM 

PJS+ DSG ENWM JDHM TWMJW+ TW DV ETPJS DQTSJ" �N[(- OSJ VXHM DJMNHQJ WMDW MDV WJHJSWQ\ 

JPJWJJG NV WMJ HWJDWNDJ STS,KNHWNTS PJPTNW- TMNV KTWP DQQTEV KTW WMJ QJJNWNPNbDWNTS TK 

WMJ KJPDQJ SJWVTSDQ DXWTGNTJWDSM\+ GJQNGJWDWJQ\ HWDKWJG DSG ENWM WMJ HWJGNGNQNW\ TK D 

KDHWXDQ GDVNV- .t NV NS WMNV KTWP WMDW ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NV EWNWWJS- 

ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NV WMJ VWTW\ TK P\ VWWXJJQJ WT TDJWHTPJ P\ KJDWV KTW P\ 

GDXJMWJW DV VMJ JSWJWV NSWT PDWWNDJJ- FTW PDS\ ETPJS+ PDPNSJ D VXHHJVVKXQ PDWWNDJJ 

PDPJV WMJ GNKKJWJSHJ GJWEJJS D HTPKTWWDGQJ QNKJ DSG WMJ JWNSGNSJ STDJWW\ TK GNDTWHJ+ 

VTPJWMNSJ I GJVSJWDWJQ\ MTSJG P\ GDXJMWJW ETXQG STW KDHJ DV GTWM P\ PTWMJW DSG I GNG- 

VNWJNSND WTTQKV VJSWNPJSW WMDW "EJ WMNSP GDHP WMWTXJM TXW PTWMJWV NK EJ DWJ ETPJS" 

�71( HDS WJKJW STW TSQ\ WT WMJ WNHM MNVWTW\ ETPJS EWNWJWV MDDJ QJKW XV+ GXW WT TXW 

GNTQTJNHDQ PTWMJWV- IS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ� I QTTP GDHP TS WMJ PDWWNDJJV TK WMJ ETPJS 

NS P\ KDPNQ\ ,, P\ PTWMJW+ JWDSGPTWMJW+ DSG JWJDW,JWDSGPTWMJW ,, NS WMJ MTSJ TK KNSGNSJ 

HQXJV DV WT EMDW PDPJV D VXHHJVVKXQ PDWWNDJJ DSG EMJWMJW WMJWJ NV DS\WMNSJ NS WMJNW 

WJQDWNTSVMNSV HTPSDWJG ENWM P\ GDXJMWJW
V WMDW PNJMW VNJSDQ D GJWWJW TXWHTPJ KTW P\ 

GDXJMWJW
V PDWWNDJJ WMDS P\ TES- IS D VNPNQDW NGJD+ GXW NS WMJ KTWPDW TK D STDJQ+ KDWJ 

WDQGJWW EWTWJ WMJ VWTW\ TK KJPNSNVP XVNSJ KNDJ JJSJWDWNTSV TK ETPJS NS TSJ KDPNQ\ NS A 












6 ZXJMQPJ 

SMhrt Hbsthry hKWhfJg� WDQGJWW XVJG KNHWNTSDQ HMDWDHWJWV DSG VNWXDWNTSV WT NQQXVWWDWJ MJW 

DNJEV- I XVJG WJDQ SJTSQJ DSG WJDQ VNWXDWNTSV WT NQQXVWWDWJ DSG NQQXPNSDWJ WMJ WTSNH TK 

PDWWNDJJ NS TWGJW WT NSKTWP P\ DNJEV- I HMTVJ HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS KTW ChgHJrgbgJ 

MDrrbDJJ GJHDXVJ I EDSWJG WT J[SQTWJ P\ DNJE TK PDWWNDJJ DV TGMJHWNDJQ\ DSG 

WJDQNVWNHDQQ\ DV I HTXQG- 

CWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS NV D WJQDWNDJQ\ SJE JJSWJ- WMNQJ WMJ WJWP HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS 

PD\ VJJP QNPJ DS T[\PTWTS+ NW DHWXDQQ\ SNSSTNSWV DJW\ VSJHNKNH HWNWJWND- TMJ VWTW\ GJNSJ 

WTQG PXVW GJ WWXJ �STSKNHWNTS(+ GXW NW NV DQVT HWDKWJG �HWJDWNDJ( KTW DJVWMJWNHV- IS HWJDWNDJ 

STSKNHWNTS QNWJWDW\ JQJPJSWV DWJ XVJG WT WJQQ D VWTW\ WDWMJW WMDS VNPSQ\ SWJVJSW KDHWV- LJJ 

GXWPNSG+ JGNWTW TK WMJ CrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg PDJDbNSJ DSG WMJ PDS EMT HDS WDPJ HWJGNW KTW 

HTNSNSJ WMJ WJWP "HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS+" GNVPNVVJG DWJXPJSWV DGTXW WMJ JJSWJ
V QJJNWNPDH\ 

NS D C,SSDS NSWJWDNJE NS 1//4 ENWM J[DPSQJV TK SJGNJWJJ WMDW WDSJJ KWTP WMJ MTXWSDQNVWNH 

WT PJPTNW9 "UQWNPDWJQ\+ WMNV HTSWWTDJWV\ TDJW WMJ KTWP TW WMJ ETWG NV STW TSQ\ WDWMJW VNQQ\ 

GXW PTTW: WMJ JJSWJ NWVJQK+ WMJ SWDHWNHJ TK EWNWNSJ STSKNHWNTS NS D GWDPDWNH DSG NPDJNSDWNDJ 

ED\+ MDV GJJS DS DSHMTWNSJ JQJPJSW TK WMJ QNWJWDW\ ETWQG KTW PDS\ \JDWV- GJTWJJ 

OWEJQQ
V Dhwg DgG Out bg PDrbs DgG LhgGhg� JDPJV BDQGENS V NhtJs hKD NDtbvJ Shg� 

EWSJVW HJPNSJED\
V DJDtM bg tMJ AKtJrghhg� DSG TTP WTQKJ
V TMJ RbJMt StuKK DWJ 

HQDVVNH HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS JKKTWWV, GTTPV WMDW HTPPXSNHDWJ NSKTWPDWNTS �WJSTWWDJJ( NS D 

VHJSNH+ GWDPDWNH KDVMNTS-" NTWDGQ\ GXWPNSG GNG STW NSHQXGJ DS\ ETPJS NS MNV QNVW TK 

MNVWTWNHDQ SJGNJWJJV KTW WMJ HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS JJSWJ- STPJ ETPJS EMTVJ ETWPV HTXQG 

MDDJ GJJS NSHQXGJG DWJ VNWJNSND WTTQKVA Rhhf hKOgJ 's Owg� MD\D ASJJQTX V 

PJPTNW I Kghw WMy tMJ CDJJG BbrG SbgJs� MD[NSJ HTSJ KNSJVWTS V VMTWW VWTW\ H\HQJ 
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EMNHM NV SDWW PJPTNW+ SDWW KNHWNTS+ TMJ WhfDg WDrrbhr� MDW\ KDWW
V TMJ LbDr 's CeuG�A 

MJfhbr� KDWMQJJS NTWWNV
 CehbstJr WDed� DSG PDWWNHND HDPSQ
V TMJ Fehrbst's DDuJMtJr� 

ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NV D SJWVTSDQ JVVD\ NS WMJ VW\QJ TK D HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS 

PJPTNW- .t NV STW D WJQQ,DQQ PJPTNW TW WMJ WWDGNWNTSDQ DXWTGNTJWDSM\ GNHWDWJG DW WMJ JSG TK 

D QTSJ QNKJ+ GXW WDWMJW D "VQNHJ TKQNKJ" PJPTNW WMDW J[SQTWJV "VTPJ DVSJHW TK WMJ MJWJ,DSG, 

STE" �PJWQ 0/+00(- TMNV WJQDWNDJQ\ SJE KTWP TK PJPTNW NV EMDW NDWDQNJ GTQGGJWJ+ NS 

1//6+ HDQQJG D "WJDTQXWNTS NS SJWVTSDQ SDWWDWNDJ WMDW MDV XSWTQQJG DHWTVV WMJ APJWNHDS 

QDSGVHDSJ NS WMJ QDVW WET DSG D MDQK GJHDGJV" EMNHM "NV WMJ J[SWJVVNTS TK D XSNVXJQ\ 

APJWNHDS JSJWJ\9 D GJVNWJ WT XSGJWVWDSG WMJ MJDW TK QNDNSJ+ EMNQJ QNKJ NV KWJVM" �[DNNN(- 

VNDNDS GTWSNHP VD\V TK WMNV W\SJ TK PJPTNW WMDW NW DWTVJ NS SDWW GJHDXVJ WMJ DTNHJ TK 

PTGJWSNVP+ "DSHMTWJG SJNWMJW NS SQTW+ STW NS HNWHXPVWDSHJ" �8/(+ HWJDWJG D SJJG KTW 

VWTW\WJQQNSJ WT J[SWJVV "WMDW NPSXQVJ,WT WJQQ D WDQJ WNHM NS HTSWJ[W+ DQNDJ NS VNWXDWNTS+ VMTW 

WMWTXJM ENWM JDJSW DSG SJWVSJHWNDJ" WMDW "NV DV VWWTSJ NS MXPDS GJNSJV DV WMJ SJJG WT JDW 

KTTG DSG GWJDWMJ DNW" �8/(- ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ KXQKNQQV GTWM WMTVJ HWNWJWND- TMJ VWTW\ 

WDPJV SQDHJ TS WMJ JDJ TK D EJGGNSJ+ DW WMJ GJJNSSNSJ TK D MTXWSJ\ WDWMJW WMDS DW WMJ VWJSV 

TK WMJ HTXWWMTXVJ TS WMJ GD\ TK GNDTWHJ TW WMJ JWDDJVNGJ DKWJW WMJ GJDWM TK D QNKJ,QTSJ 

SDWWSJW- TMJ VWTWNJV TK WMJ PDWWNDJJV NS WMJ PDWJWSDQ QNSJ DWJ VWTWNJV ENWMNS WMJ PDNS 

VWTW\+ DSG EMNQJ WMJ\ GT QTTP GDHP+ WMJ QTTPNSJ GDHP NV STW GDHP VWTW\+ STW SDWW TK D VNSJQJ 

VJVXJSHJ TK JDJSWV QJDGNSJ WT WMJ SWJVJSW+ GXW PDWJWNDQ WMDW NSKTWPV WMJ VXJVWNTS GJNSJ 

HTSVNGJWJG NS WMJ SWJVJSW- 

IS WMNV W\SJ TK PJPTNW+ VHJSJ+ VXPPDW\ DSG WJKQJHWNTS DWJ PJ\ JQJPJSWV- SHJSJ 

GWDEV WMJ WJDGJW NSWT WMJ ETWQG TK WMJ EWNWJW+ DSG NW PXVW GJ HQJDW JSTXJM VT WMDW WMJ 

WJDGJW HDS VJJ NW DSG NPPJGNDWJ VT WMDW WMJ WJDGJW HDS SQDHJ MNP TW MJWVJQK NS NW- 






8 ZXJMQPJ 

ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ GJJNSV+ "I GWXVMJG P\ WJJWM DSG KJQQ NSWT GJG-" TMNV VNPSQJ 

VWDWJPJSW SDNSWV D SNHWXWJ TK VTPJTSJ WW\NSJ WT WDPJ HDWJ TK WMNSJV DSG J[MDXVWJG DKWJW D 

QTSJ GD\- TMJ GJWDNQV TK EMT WMNV SJWVTS NV+ DSG EMDW MJW SWTGQJP NV+ DWJ STW JNDJS \JW+ 

GXW WMJ VHJSJ NV VJW- SXPPDW\ JNDJV XV WMDW NSKTWPDWNTS NS WMJ SJ[W VJHWNTS EMJWJ EJ 

QJDWS WMDW WMJ SDWWDWTW NV WMJ PTWMJW TK WMJ GWNGJ+ MDV GJJS NS D GDG PDWWNDJJ+ DSG KJDWV KTW 

MJW GDXJMWJW
V MDSSNSJVV NS PDWWNDJJ- RJKQJHWNTS GJJNSV DV WMJ SDWWDWTW HTSVNGJWV WMJ 

PDWWNDJJV VMJ NV KDPNQNDW ENWM NS DS JKKTWW WT DSVEJW MJW TES VXJVWNTS- MXHM TK WMJ 

DSVEJW WT WMJ SDWWDWTW
V VXJVWNTS QNJV STW NS VNPSQ\ WJPJPGJWNSJ WMJ KDHWXDQ GJWDNQV TK 

JDJSWV+ GXW NS WW\NSJ WT GNVHJWS EMDW WMTVJ JDJSWV VNJSNKNJG- .t NV STW JSTXJM VNPSQ\ WT 

VWDWJ KDHWV+ GXW "WJKQJHWNTSV PXVW DQVT DGG VTPJWMNSJ SJE WT WMJ VWTW\+ VTPJWMNSJ STW 

TGDNTXV WT WMJ WJDGJW" �PJWQ 41(- FTW NSVWDSHJ+ WMJ GNDQTJ GJWEJJS WMJ GDXJMWJW DSG MJW 

NSWJSGJG DGTXW MTE MJ GNGS
W EDSW WT MDDJ D VSJHNKNH JSJDJJPJSW PTPJSW EMJWJ MJ JTW 

GTES TS MNV PSJJV WT SWTSTVJ+ GXW WMDW VMJ NSVNVWJG XSTS NW+ PD\ VJJP QNJMWMJDWWJG DSG 

WJDVNSJ- HTEJDJW+ WMJ WJKQJHWNTS WMDW KTQQTEV WDQPV DGTXW MTE WMJ WET TK WMJP EJWJ DJW\ 

PXHM NS JDWSJVW- TMJ\ SQDSSJG WMJ JSJDJJPJSW PTPJSW NS GJWDNQ GJHDXVJ NW EDV VT DJW\ 

NPSTWWDSW WT GTWM TK WMJP- HJ EDV DKWDNG VMJ PNJMW HMDSJJ MJW PNSG DW WMJ QDVW PNSXWJ+ 

DSG VMJ EDSWJG D SNHJ WNSJ DSG WMJ WTPDSHJ TK MDDNSJ WMJ PDS VMJ EDV JTNSJ WT PDWW\ 

PDPJ WMJ SWTSTVDQ- TMDW NV NPSTWWDSW NSKTWPDWNTS WMDW ETXQG STW MDDJ GJJS DSSDWJSW 

KWTP WMJ GNDQTJ- TMJ DWWNWXGJV TK WMJ SJTSQJ NSDTQDJG JNDJ WMJ JDJSWV PXHM PTWJ 

PJDSNSJ WMDS PSTENSJ VNPSQ\ EMDW MDSSJSJG- 

IS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ� I JPSQT\ D WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG HTPSWJVVNTS- AQWMTXJM I 

GNG HTSVNGJW WMJ PDWWNDJJV TK P\ PTWMJW+ JWDSGPTWMJW+ DSG JWJDW,JWDSGPTWMJW+ STW JDJW\ 

WMTXJMW THHXWWJG TS WMJ JDJ TK P\ GDXJMWJW V EJGGNSJ- MDS\ NVVXJV EJWJ GWTXJMW TXW NS 
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WMJ SQDSSNSJ DSG GNVHXVVNTSV WMDW THHXWWJG NS WMJ EJJPV SWJHJGNSJ WMJ EJGGNSJ+ DV EJQQ DV 

NS WMJ PTSWMV TK WMJ HTXWWVMNS NWVJQK- TWDHNSJ WMJ JJSJVNV TK JDHM NVVXJ I KDHJG NS 

ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ WT WMJ HTSDJWVDWNTS WMDW GWTXJMW NW XS ETXQG MDDJ GJJS HTSKXVNSJ 

WT WMJ WJDGJW+ DSG WMJ JSWNWJ SNJHJ XQWNPDWJQ\ XSNSWJQQNJNGQJ- B\ SQDHNSJ WMJ HTSVNGJWDWNTS 

TK JDHM PDWWNDJJ NS TSJ SNJMW
V WNPJ KWDPJ+ WMJ WDSJJ TK NVVXJV DV EJQQ DV WMJ PDWWNDJJV 

WMJPVJQDJV+ EMNHM WTJJWMJW VSDS PTWJ WMDS D HJSWXW\+ DWJ DGQJ WT GJ DNJEJG ENWMTXW 

J[WWDSJTXV GNVWWDHWNTSV- CTPSWJVVNTS EDV XVJG JKKJHWNDJQ\ G\ HJSW\ DDDNG TMTWJDX NS 

EWNWNSJ DGTXW MNV WNPJ DW WDQGJS PTSG- HJ DHWXDQQ\ VSJSW WET \JDWV WMJWJ+ GXW EWTWJ 

DGTXW NW DV NK NW EJWJ TSQ\ TSJ- TMNV WJHMSNVXJ TK HTPSWJVVNSJ WET TW WMWJJ GD\V NSWT TSJ 

DQQTEJG TMTWJDX WT EWNWJ "D PTWJ HTPSJQQNSJ+ KXQQ\ J[JHXWJG WMWJJ,GNPJSVNTSDQ VWTW\" 

�GXWPNSG [[ND( WMDW EDV STSJWMJQJVV WWXJ- PDWWNHND HDPSQ XVJG WMNV VDPJ WJHMSNVXJ NS MJW 

HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW TMJ Fehrbst's DDuJMtJr� SMJ GJJNSV ENWM D VHJSJ TK MJWVJQK 

VNWWNSJ G\ WMJ GJGVNGJ TK MJW G\NSJ PTWMJW- SMJ JTJV TS WT WJDNJE MJW SDWJSWV
 QNDJV DSG 

TWMJW WNPJV TK VNWWNSJ ENWM MJW PTWMJW DSG HTSDJWVNSJ DGTXW QNKJ+ GTWM NS DSG TXW TK WMJ 

MTVSNWDQ- CTPSWJVVNTS DQQTEV HDPSQ WT WDQP DGTXW HTSDJWVDWNTSV DSG JDJSWV NSDTQDNSJ 

MJW SDWJSWV WMDW VMJ SWTGDGQ\ GNG STW HTSVNGJW DQQ NS WMJ TSJ SNJMW WMDW VMJ VDW DW MJW 

PTWMJW
V GJDWMGJG+ DQWMTXJM NW VTXSGV DV NK VMJ GNG- NT GTXGW DQQ TK WMJ WMNSJV HDPSQ 

WDQPV DGTXW EJWJ WMNSJV VMJ MDG WMTXJMW DGTXW+ GXW STW NS WMDW TSJ SNJMW- HDPSQ
 V VWTW\ 

JSGV ENWM MJW PTWMJW
V GJDWM+ DSG HDPSQ MJWVJQKQJDDNSJ WMJ MTVSNWDQ WMJ SJ[W GD\- 

AV EJQQ DV HTPSWJVVNTS+ TMJ Fehrbst 's DDuJMtJr DSG ChgsbGJrbgJ MDrrbDJJ VMDWJ 

WMJ WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG GTTPJSGNSJ- TMNV VWWXHWXWDQ GJDNHJ NV JPSQT\JG WT KWDPJ WMJ VWTW\ VT 

WMDW "WMJ JSG TK WMJ ETWP PDWHMJV WMJ GJJNSSNSJ" �RDNSJW 163(- TET EJQQ,PSTES 

J[DPSQJV TK D KWDPJG VWWXHWXWJ DWJ GJTKKWJ\ CMDXHJW
V CDgtJrGury TDeJs� NS EMNHM 
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SNQJWNPV GJJNS WMJNW MTXWSJ\ WT DNVNW TMTPDV BJHPJW
V VMWNSJ DW CDSWJWGXW\ CDWMJGWDQ 

KWTP DS NSS NS STXWMEDWP+ DSG SQDS WT WJWXWS WMJWJ+ DSG GNTDDSSN BTHHDHHNT
V 

DJHDfJrhg� NS EMNHM VJDJS STGQJETPJS DSG WMWJJ STGQJPJS QJDDJ FQTWJSHJ KTW D WJVSNWJ 

KWTP WMJ BQDHP PQDJXJ KTW WJS GD\V NS D DNQQD TXWVNGJ WMJ HNW\ EDQQV- TMJ PDNS SDWW TK 

ChgsbGJrbgJ MDrrbDJJ GJJNSV ENWM WMJ SDWWDWTW JTNSJ WT GJG+ Q\NSJ DEDPJ HTSVNGJWNSJ 

EMDW VMJ PSTEV TK WMJ PDWWNDJJV NS MJW PDWJWSDQ QNSJ NS DS DWWJPSW WT JDVJ MJW KJDWV KTW 

MJW GDXJMWJW EMT ENQQ VTTS GJ PDWWNJG+ DSG JSGV ENWM MJW JJWWNSJ XS WT GWJVV KTW WMJ 

EJGGNSJ- IS GJWEJJS+ WMJ PDWWNDJJV TKMJW PDWJWSDQ QNSJ WXS WMWTXJM MJW PNSG TSJ G\ 

TSJ+ WWDDJQNSJ GDHP NS WNPJ- TMJ VWTW\ TK JDHM PDWWNDJJ NV GNVWNSHW DSG VJSDWDWJ+ GXW 

QNSPJG G\ WMJ VXJVW TK WMJ SDWWDWTW DSG HQTVJG NS TSJ SNJMW
V WNPJ KWDPJ- 

TMJ XVJ TK GNDQTJ NS D HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW NV DSTWMJW GNKKJWJSHJ KWTP D 

WWDGNWNTSDQ DXWTGNTJWDSM\- A HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW GTJV STW JVHMJE GNDQTJ VNPSQ\ 

GJHDXVJ D HTSDJWVDWNTS HDSSTW GJ WJPJPGJWJG NS J[DHW GJWDNQ- WMDW NV NPSTWWDSW NV WMDW 

WMJ JNVW TK WMJ HTSDJWVDWNTS NV WWXJ WT WMJ VSNWNW TK WMJ VWTW\- IS WMJ KTQQTENSJ J[DPSQJ+ 

GNDQTJ NV XVJG+ STW VNPSQ\ WT NPSDWW NSKTWPDWNTS+ GXW WT VMTE HMDWDHWJW DSG PTTG- 

"MTWS+ MTE GT \TX PSTE DDG
V GJDG?" JDHVXNJ DVPJG- 

"I MXVW PSTE-" 

"DNG \TX MDDJ D GWJDP?" 

"No�" 

"DNG MNV VSNWNW HTPJ WT WJQQ \TX?" 

"NT+ JDHVXNJ- I GNGS W MDDJ D GWJDP+ I GNGS W VJJ MNV VSNWNW- I MXVW PSTE-" 

A HTSDJWVDWNTS TK WMNV W\SJ ENQQ PTVW QNPJQ\ STW GJ WJPJPGJWJG NS NWV JSWNWJW\: NW NV 

SWTGDGQ\ TSQ\ D KJE SMWDVJV DSG WMJ JNVW TK NW WMDW ENQQ WJPDNS NS TSJ
V PJPTW\- CWJDWNDJ 
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STSKNHWNTS DQQTEV WMJ SDWWDWTW WT WJHWJDWJ WMJ WWXWM TK WMDW HTSDJWVDWNTS ENWMTXW GJNSJ MJQG 

WT WMJ DGVTQXWJ VWDSGDWG TK D DJWGDWNP J[HMDSJJ- 

IS WMJ HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW+ HWDKWNSJ JQJPJSWV DWJ DSSQNJG WT WMJ WJQQNSJ TK 

WMJ KDHWV TKEMDW TSJ WJPJPGJWV- MJPTW\ NV SJWVTSDQ- OSJ SJWVTS
V WWXWM PD\ STW GJ 

DSTWMJW SJWVTS
V WWXWM- FWDSP BWXSN+ NS MNV DWWNHQJ "MJPTNWV DSG MJPTW\+" JNDJV D 

STVVNGQJ WJDVTS EM\ WET SJTSQJ
V WJDQNW\ NS WMJ VDPJ WNPJ DSG SQDHJ PD\ GNKKJW9 "WJ 

GNGS
W MDDJ EDWWNSJ GJWDNQV TK WMJ VDPJ JDJSWV+ STW GNG EJ MDDJ EDWWNSJ DVVJVVPJSWV TK 

WMJNW NPSTWW- .f I DSG D KWNJSG TW KDPNQ\ PJPGJW MDG MJQG TSWT WMJ VDPJ NSHNGJSW+ EJ 

DJWJJG KTW WMJ PTVW SDWW TS MTE NW EJSW GTES DSG EMDW NW PJDSW- WMDW VWWXHP PJ+ 

NSVWJDG+ EDV MTE VJQJHWNDJ TXW GNKKJWJSW PJPTWNJV EJWJ NS WJWPV TKEMNHM NSHNGJSWV EJ
G 

MJQG TS WT NS WMJ KNWVW SQDHJ" (1 )� IS VJDWHMNSJ MJW PJPTW\ DGTXW WMJ PDWWNDJJV TK MJW 

PDWJWSDQ DSHJVWTWV NS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ� WMJ NSHNGJSWV WMJ SDWWDWTW WJHDQQV ENQQ GJ 

WMTVJ WMDW VMJ VJJV DV SJWWNSJSW WT MJW GDXJMWJW DV D PDWWNJG ETPDS- HJW STVNWNTS DV D 

ETPDS+ DSG WMJ KDHW WMDW VMJ NV QTTPNSJ DW PDWWNDJJ KWTP WMJ DNJESTNSW TK TWMJW ETPJS NS 

MJW KDPNQ\+ ENQQ JNDJ MJW D WWXWM+ DSG TSJ WMDW NV PTVW QNPJQ\ WT WJSWJVJSW WMJ WJDQNW\ TK WMJNW 

VNWXDWNTS DSG WMDW TK MJW GDXJMWJW- 
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BNGQNTJWDSM\ 


ASJJQTX+ MD\D- I Kghw WMy tMJ CDJJG BbrG SbgJs� NJE YTWP9 BDSWDP BTTPV+ 086/- 

BTHDHHNT+ GNTDDSSN- TMJ DJHDfJrhg: A NJw TrDgseDtbhg: 21 NhvJeeJ� ChgtJfihrDry 

RJDHtbhgs� MhGJrg CrbtbHbsf� EGV- MDWP MXVD DSG PJWJW BTSGDSJQQD- 0VW JG-

NJEYTWP9 NTWWTS+ 0866- 

BWXSN+ FWDSP- "MJPTNWV DSG MJPTW\-" TMJ HuKKbgJthg Phst� 06 AXJXVW 1/0/ 

;MWWS9..EEE-MXKKNSJWTSSTVW- HTWS.KWDSP,GWXSN.PJPTNWV,DSG, 

PJPTW\ D G D 177373 -MWPQ= 

CMDXHJW+ GJTKKWJ\- TMJ RbvJrsbGJ CMDuHJr� EG- LDWW\ D- BJSVTS- 3rd JG- O[KTWG9 

O[KTWG UP+ 1//7- 

CWTEGJW+ AVMG\ BQDSG- "PTJ
V CWNWNHNVP TK WTPJS WWNWJWV-" UgbvJrsbty hKMbssbssbiib 

StuGbJs bg EgJebsM� VTQ- 2 �0871(9 0/1,08- 

FWJGJWNHP+ JTMS T- HDEWMTWSJ
V SHWNGGQNSJ WTPJS- TMJ NJw EgJeDgG QuDrtJrey� 

VTQ- 37-1 �JXSJ 0864(9 120,3/- 

GNQGJWW+ SDSGWD M- DSG SXVDS GXGDW- TMJ Nhrthg AgtMhehJy hKLbtJrDturJ Gy WhfJg: 

TMJ TrDGbtbhg bg EgJebsM� NJE YTWP9 NTWWTS+ 0874- 

GTQGGJWJ+ NDWDQNJ- OeG FrbJgG Krhf FDr AwDy: TMJ PrDHtbHJ hKWrbtbgJ MJfhbr� 

NJE YTWP9 FWJJ PWJVV+ 1//6- 

GTWSNHP+ VNDNDS- TMJ SbtuDtbhg DgG tMJ Sthry: TMJ Art hKPJrshgDe NDrrDtbvJ� 

NJE YTWP9 FDWWDW+ SWWDXV DSG GNWTX[+ 1//0- 

GXWPNSG+ LJJ- "WMDW NV CWJDWNDJ NTSKNHWNTS?" CrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg� 06 AXJXVW 

1/0 /- ; MWWS9..EEE- HWJDWN DJSTSKNHWNTS- TWJ.WMJMTXWSDQ.EMDWNVHSK-MWP= 
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GXWPNSG+ LJJ+ JG- Ig FDHt: TMJ BJst hKCrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg� NJE YTWP9 NTWWTS+ 1//4- 

HDPSQ+ PDWWNHND- TMJ Fehrbst 's DDuJMtJr� BTVWTS9 MDWNSJW+ 1//6- 

KDWW+ MDW\- TMJ LbDr 's CeuG: A MJfhbr� NJE YTWP9 PJSJXNS+ 0885- 

KNSJVWTS+ MD[NSJ HTSJ- TMJ WhfDg WDrrbhr: MJfhbrs hKD GbreMhhG AfhgJ GMhsts� 

NJE YTWP9 VNSWDJJ ISWJWSDWNTSDQ+ 0878- 

MNQJV+ RTVDQNSG- TMJ FJfDeJ Fhrf� NJE YTWP9 RTXWQJGJJ & KJJDS PDXQ+ 0876- 

MXWKNS+ RTVV C- "WMDW NV GJSGJW CWNWNHNVP?" IS NDSH\ A- WDQPJW+ JG- + KDWJ CMTSNS9 

TMJ AwDdJgbgJ: ChfieJtJ AutMhrbtDtbvJ TJxt wbtM BbhJrDiMbHDe DgG HbsthrbHDe 

ChgtJxts� CrbtbHDe Hbsthry DgG EssDys Krhf ChgtJfihrDry CrbtbHDe PJrsiJHtbvJs� 

111d JG- BTVWTS9 BJGKTWG.SW- MDWWNS
V+ 1///9 112,22- 

NTWWNV+ KDWMQJJS- TMJ CehbstJr WDed� NJE YTWP9 RNDJWMJDG+ 0885- 

PJWQ+ STSGWD DSG MNPN SHMEDWWb- WrbtbgJ TruJ: TMJ Art DgG CrDKt hKCrJDtbvJ Nhg� 

FbHtbhg� BTVWTS9 HTXJMWTS MNKKQNS+ 1//5- 

RDNSJW+ TWNVWNSJ- Yhur LbKJ Ds Sthry� NJE YTWP9 JJWJP\ P TDWHMJW.PXWSDP+ D PJPGJW 

TK PJSJXNS PXWSDP+ 0887- 

SMTEDQWJW+ EQDNSJ- A Jury hKHJr PJJrs� AfJrbHDg WhfJg WrbtJrs Krhf AggJ BrDGstrJJt 

th AggbJ Prhuex� NJE YTWP9 AQKWJG A- KSTSK+ 1//8- 

SMTEDQWJW+ EQDNSJ+ JG- TMJ NJw FJfbgbst CrbtbHbsf: EssDys hg WhfJg� LbtJrDturJ� DgG 

TMJhry� NJE YTWP9 PDSWMJTS+ 0874- 

UQWNHM+ LDXWJQ TMDWHMJW- A MbGwbKJ's TDeJ: tMJ LbKJ hKMDrtMD BDeeDrG� BDsJG hg MJr 

DbDry� 1�85�1812� NJE YTWP9 VNSWDJJ+ 088/- 

WDQGJWW+ KDWJ- A SMhrt Hbsthry hKWhfJg� NJE YTWP9 SHWNGSJW+ 1//8- 

WTTQK+ VNWJNSND- A Rhhf hKOgJ 's Owg� NJE YTWP9 HDWHTXWW+ BWDHJ & CTPSDS\+ 0818- 

http:BJGKTWG.SW
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Concerning Marriage 

I GWXVMJG P\ WJJWM DSG KJQQ NSWT GJG- 

EDJW\WMNSJ EDV VJW KTW SMJQQJ\
V EJGGNSJ- SMJ MDG GTSJ PTVW TK WMJ SQDSSNSJ 

DSG PDGJ WMJ KNSDQ GJHNVNTSV+ GXW DV WMJ PTWMJW TK WMJ GWNGJ I MDG SQD\JG D QDWJJ SDWW NS 

PDSDJNSJ WMJ JXJVW QNVWV DSG NSDNWDWNTSV+ PDPNSJ HDQQV DSG DNVNWV WT KQTWNVWV DSG HDWJWJWV+ 

DSG PDPNSJ VXWJ DQQ WMJ QDVW PNSXWJ GJWDNQV EJWJ HTPSQJWJ- 

TMJ WJMJDWVDQ GNSSJW MDG GJJS WJQDWNDJQ\ VWWJVV KWJJ J[HJSW KTW WMJ VSJJHM G\ WMJ 

KDWMJW TK WMJ JWTTP NS EMNHM MJ DSSTXSHJG WMDW MJ DSG MNV "QTDJQ\ GWNGJ" MDG GJJS 

PDWWNJG KTW WEJSW\,JNJMW \JDWV+ JDDJ DGDNHJ WT WMJ VTTS,WT,GJ SJEQ\EJGV GDVJG TS WMDW 

QTSJ+ VXHHJVVKXQ WJHTWG+ DSG ENVMJG WMJP D VNPNQDW J[SJWNJSHJ- HNV VEDJJJWNSJ 
• 


HTPPJSWV DGTXW MTE MJ DSG MNV ENKJ MDG "GTSJ NW WNJMW" EMJS VT PDS\ SJTSQJ "NS WMNV 

GD\ DSG DJJ" MDG KDNQJG MDG PJ WMNSPNSJ DGTXW EMJWMJW I HTXQG DHHNGJSWDQQ\ KQNS P\ KTWP 

NS MNV GNWJHWNTS DSG SJWMDSV QTGJJ D WNSJ TW WET NS MNV J\J- I+ WTT+ ENVMJG SMJQQJ\ DSG 

MNHMDJQ D MDSS\ PDWWNDJJ+ GXW P\ J[SJWNJSHJ ENWM WMJ PDWNWDQ VWDWJ EDV STW VXHHJVVKXQ- I 

EDV GNDTWHJG KNDJ \JDWV DJT DKWJW D WEJSW\,WMWJJ \JDW PDWWNDJJ+ DSG STWMNSJ VMTWW TK D 

HWTVV GJWEJJS NNHTQDV CDJJ DSG RXVVJQQ CWTEJ+ TW DS JGNHW KWTP WMJ PTSJ+ ETXQG JDJW 

NSGXHJ PJ WT WW\ NW DJDNS- MNHMDJQ
V SDWJSWV PSJE WMDW I MDG JSGXWJG DS XSMDSS\ 

PDWWNDJJ DSG D SDVW\ GNDTWHJ+ GXW WMJNW SWNGJ DSG HTSKNGJSHJ NS WMJNW TES "DHMNJDJPJSW" 

TK D QTSJ PDWWNDJJ PDGJ WMJP KJJQ KWJJ WT JNDJ HTSNTXV DGDNHJ+ DSG TDJWWTGJ DS\ 

HTSVNGJWDWNTS WMDW P\ KJJQNSJV PNJMW GJ MXWW- RJPNSGNSJ P\VJQK WMDW WMJ JWTTP
V KDWMJW 

EDV MTVWNSJ WMJ GNSSJW GNG STWMNSJ WT VTKWJS P\ WJVJSWPJSW DW MNV NSVJSVNWNDNW\- 
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AM+ EJQQ- TMJ\ TWMJWENVJ VJJPJG QNPJ JTTG SJTSQJ+ DSG WMJ\ ETXQG GJ TS D SQDSJ 

MJDGJG GDHP MTPJ NS WMWJJ GD\V- 

"NTE+ WMDW
V STW D HMDWNWDGQJ WMTXJMW!" I WTQG P\VJQK- 

I DGPNWWJG WT P\VJQK WMDW I EDV ETWWNJG- 

TTPTWWTE SMJQQJ\ DSG MNHMDJQ ETXQG PDWW\- I GNGS
W MDDJ DS\WMNSJ DJDNSVW MNP- 

HJ EDV VEJJW DSG QTDNSJ WT SMJQQJ\ DSG WJVSJHWKXQ WT PJ- HJ GNGS
W GWNSP WT J[HJVV+ TW 

VSJSG WTT PXHM PTSJ\+ TW GWNSJ D QTSJ MNVWTW\ TK JNWQKWNJSGV- HJ VJJPJG WT MDDJ D 

MJDQWM\ VJQK,WJVSJHW ENWMTXW DS JJT WMDW ETXQG WJVXNWJ HTSVWDSW GTTVWNSJ- HJ JDJS PDGJ 

DS JKKTWW WT QNPJ TXW GTJV- HNV PTWMJW EDV DQQJWJNH WT GTJV+ VT MJ MDG SJDJW MDG WMJP 

JWTENSJ XS DSG EDVS
W HTPKTWWDGQJ DWTXSG WMJP+ GXW STE MJ EDV GWXVMNSJ WMJP DSG 

WDPNSJ WMJP KTW EDQPV- 

M\ KJDWV EJWJ STW DGTXW MNP NS SDWWNHXQDW+ GXW DGTXW WMJ NSVWNWXWNTS TK PDWWNDJJ- I 

EDVS W VXWJ WMDW DS\ PDWWNDJJ+ MTEJDJW MJDQWM\ NW VJJPJG NS WMJ GJJNSSNSJ+ HTXQG GWNSJ 

WET SJTSQJ QDVWNSJ MDSSNSJVV- 

;= 

SMJQQJ\ DSG MNHMDJQ PJW WJS PTSWMV DJT- SMJQQJ\ MDG JTSJ TXW ENWM VTPJ TWMJW 

SJTSQJ NS WMJ NTWWJ DDPJ PM\VNHV GJSDWWPJSW WT D KWNJSG
V MTXVJ KTW D "JDPJ EDWHM" 

SDWW\- NTWWJ DDPJ EDV DED\ DW MNHMNJDS SWDWJ+ DSG WMJ WNDDQW\ EDV KNJWHJ- AV WMJVJ 

WMNSJV XVXDQQ\ QDVWJG NSWT WMJ EJJ MTXWV TK WMJ PTWSNSJ+ I GNGS
W EDNW XS KTW MJW+ GXW VMJ 

VWTSSJG WT VJJ PJ GJKTWJ VMJ EJSW WT GJG- 

"MTP --- PTP+ EDPJ XS-" I KJQW D JJSWQJ VMDPJ TS P\ DWP DSG TSJSJG P\ J\JV 

WT VJJ SMJQQJ\ VNWWNSJ TS WMJ JGJJ TKP\ GJG- 
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"WMDW? WMDW NV NW?" I WXWSJG TS WMJ GJGVNGJ QDPS- TMJ WJG SXPGJWV TS WMJ 

GNJNWDQ HQTHP WJDG 1916- M\ GWDNS KNQQJG NS WMJ "D-P-" 

"I WMNSP VTPJWMNSJ NPSTWWDSW MDSSJSJG WTSNJMW+" VMJ VDNG+ "I PJW WMNV JX\- HJ
V D 

JWDG VWXGJSW DW NTWWJ DDPJ+ WTT+ NS WMJ CTPSXWJW SHNJSHJ DSG ESJNSJJWNSJ DJSDWWPJSW- 

HJ
V D KWNJSG TK TTS\
V- I EDV WDQPNSJ WT TTS\ DSG LNVD DGTXW MTE I ETXQG PJJS P\ TES 

SDPJ+ GXW M\SMJSDWJ P\ HMNQGWJS
V QDVW SDPJ WT DGG WMJNW KDWMJW
V- YTX WJPJPGJW I WTQG 

\TX DGTXW MTE TTS\
V QDVW SDPJ NV M\SMJSDWJG+ MNV PTP
V QDVW SDPJ DSG WMJS MNV GDG
V- 

WJQQ+ MJ
V JTNSJ WT GWTS MNV GDG
V SDPJ DSG MXVW JT G\ MNV PTP
V GJHDXVJ NW
V JDVNJW-

MNHMDJQ+ WMDW
V MNV SDPJ+ HDPJ XS WT XV+ QTTPJG DW PJ DSG VDNG+ TMDW
V VWXSNG-
" 

I VDW XS DSG QNVWJSJG DV VMJ WJSJDWJG WMJNW HTSDJWVDWNTS- 


"E[HXVJ PJ?
 

TMDW
V VWXSNG- WM\ ETXQG \TX JNDJ \TXW HMNQGWJS WET QDVW SDPJV? IW
V QNPJ \TX 

HTXQGS
W PDPJ XS \TXW PNSG EMDW WT HDQQ WMJP- TMJ KDWMJW MDV TSJ SDPJ+ WMJ PTWMJW MDV 

DSTWMJW SDPJ+ DSG WMJ HMNQGWJS MDDJ GTWM SDPJV- WM\ STW MXVW HMTTVJ TSJ SDPJ+ DSG 

JNDJ WMJ PNGV WMDW SDPJ?
 


WJQQ+ MTE DGTXW I JNDJ WMJ PNGV P\ QDVW SDPJ+ DSG P\ MXVGDSG HDS HMDSJJ MNV 

SDPJ WT P\ SDPJ+ WTT- TMDW ED\ EJ DQQ MDDJ WMJ VDPJ SDPJ-


TMDW ETXQG ETWP-
 

NT PDS NV JTNSJ WT HMDSJJ MNV QDVW SDPJ WT MNV ENKJ
V!
 

WM\ STW? 


WTXQG \TX HMDSJJ \TXW QDVW SDPJ WT \TXW ENKJ
V QDVW SDPJ?


WJQQ+ I HDS
W- I MDDJ SDSJWV SXGQNVMJG NS P\ SDPJ+ DSG NW ETXQG GJ HTSKXVNSJ NKQ 

HMDSJJG P\ SDPJ-
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I WMNSP \TX MXVW PDGJ P\ STNSW! 

I GTS
W VJJ MTE- JXVW GJHDXVJ I HDS
W HMDSJJ P\ SDPJ -- -

WJQQ+ I
P STW HMDSJNSJ P\ SDPJ JNWMJW- IW V WMJ SDPJ I
P PSTES G\ 

SWTKJVVNTSDQQ\+ WTT- ST EM\ VMTXQGS W WMJ ETPDS PJJS MJW SDPJ+ WMJ PDS PJJS MNV SDPJ+ 

DSG WMJ HMNQGWJS MDDJ GTWM SDPJV M\SMJSDWJG?
 

BJHDXVJ NW
V GNDNVNDJ NS WMJ KDPNQ\ KTW JDJW\TSJ WT MDDJ GNKKJWJSW QDVW SDPJV-

TMDW
V MXVW DS J[HXVJ WT NSVNVW TS WMJ ETPDS HMDSJNSJ MJW SDPJ WT WMJ PDS
V- I 

WMNSP \TX WJ D HMDXDNSNVWNH DVV-

YTX
WJ MXVW VD\NSJ WMDW GJHDXVJ P\ TSNSNTS NV GNKKJWJSW KWTP \TXWV-
 

NT+ I
P VD\NSJ WMDW GJHDXVJ NW
V WWXJ-" 

I EDV VWNQQ MDQK DVQJJS+ DSG MDDNSJ D MDWG WNPJ KNJXWNSJ TXW EM\ PJJWNSJ D 

HMDXDNSNVWNH DVV EDV NPS/00DSW- I MDG PJW D SXPGJW TK WMJP NS P\ QNKJ DSG HTSVNGJWJG 

JDHM TSJ WTWDQQ\ XSNPSTWWDSW+ GXW SMJQQJ\ EDV VPNQNSJ DV VMJ WJHTXSWJG WMJNW 

HTSDJWVDWNTS+ DSG VMJ VDW ENWM WMJ DNW TK TSJ JSHMDSWJG- 

"HTE GNG WMJ KTTWGDQQ JDPJ JT?" I DVPJG- 

"OM+ NW EDV DPDbNSJ! WJ EJWJ VN[WJJS STNSWV GTES MJDGNSJ NSWT WMJ KTXWWM 

VXDWWJW+ GXW WMJS BWDG\ QXNSS WMWJE WET WTXHMGTES SDVVJV- WJ ETS 3/,26! .t EDV 

JWJDW! WJ \JQQJG DSG HXWVJG DSG HMJJWJG DSG MDG D WJDQQ\ JWJDW WNPJ- I DVPJG TTS\ DGTXW 

MNHMDJQ- TMJ\ WJ NS WMJ VDPJ GJSDWWPJSW DSG MDDJ PSTES JDHM TWMJW KTW PTWJ WMDS WET 

\JDWV- TTS\ VDNG MNHMDJQ
V STW WJDQQ\ D HMDXDNSNVWNH DVV+ MXVW VTHNDQQ\ HMDQQJSJJG- HJ 

VD\V EMDW MJ WMNSPV- HJ V DS TSJS GTTP- NT JDPJV- TMDW V D GWJDWM TK KWJVM DNW- ST 

EMJS MNHMDJQ EDQPJG PJ TXW WT P\ HDW DSG DVPJG KTW P\ J,PDNQ DGGWJVV+ I JDDJ NW WT 

MNP-" 
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"IS P\ GD\ NW EDV D SMTSJ SXPGJW-" 

TMJ SJ[W GD\+ SMJQQJ\ WJHJNDJG DS JPDNQ NSDNWDWNTS KWTP MNHMDJQ WT HTPJ EDWHM 

MNP SQD\ KTTWGDQQ- HJ EDV TS D WJDP NS WMJ NSKTWPDQ JWDG.KDHXQW\.VWDKK KQDJ KTTWGDQQ 

QJDJXJ WMDW ETXQG SQD\ WMDW JDJSNSJ- SMJ DHHJSWJG DSG EJSW WT VJJ MNP SQD\- HJ EDDJG 

WT MJW KWTP WMJ KNJQG EMJS VMJ DWWNDJG+ DSG VMJ VPNQJG DSG EDDJG GDHP- SMJ VDNG MJ EDV 

SWJWW\ JTTG+ DSG MJ DQVT VMTEJG TKKMXVW D QNWWQJ- TMJWJ EDV TSJ WJSVJ PTPJSW EMJS 

MNHMDJQ MXPSJG XS WT WW\ WT NSWJWHJSW D SDVV KWTP WMJ TSSTVNSJ WJDP
V VXDWWJWGDHP+ DSG 

HWDVMJG NSWT D 2// STXSG JX\ EMTVJ SDPJ WMJ\ GNGS
W PSTE GXW QDWJW SNHPSDPJG "WMJ 

SDPTDS" EMT EDV WW\NSJ WT HDWHM WMJ VDPJ GDQQ- MNHMDJQ HDXJMW NW+ GXW WMJ SDPTDS KJQQ 

GNWJHWQ\ TS WTS TK MNP- SMJQQJ\ VDNG VMJ WMTXJMW VMJ PNJMW MDDJ WT WDPJ MJW GDWJ WT WMJ 

JPJWJJSH\ WTTP+ GXW MNHMDJQ JTW XS DSG MTGGQJG TKK WMJ KNJQG WT MJW HMJJWV DSG WMTVJ TK 

MNV WJDPPDWJV- 

TMNSJV GJDJQTSJG SWJWW\ VXNHPQ\ DKWJW WMDW- TMJ\ EJSW KTW EDQPV DSG WDQPJG DGTXW 

WMNSJV WMDW EJWJ NPSTWWDSW WT WMJP- AKWJW D KJE GD\V+ MNHMDJQ DVPJG SMJQQJ\ STNSW GQDSP+ 

"WMJWJ GT \TX EDSW WMNV WJQDWNTSVMNS WT JT?" JXVW DV GNWJHWQ\ VMJ DSVEJWJG MNP+ "I
P 

QTTPNSJ KTW PDWWNDJJ DSG HMNQGWJS-" 

TMJ\ HTSWNSXJG WMJNW WDQPV TDJW WMJ NSWJWSJW EMJS WMJ\ EJWJS
W WTJJWMJW- SMJQQJ\ 

VMTEJG PJ VTPJ TK WMJ VXJVWNTSV MNHMDJQ VJSW MJW VT EJ HTXQG GNVHXVV WMJP- TMJ\ 

DVPJG DGTXW JDHM TWMJW V JTDQV+ WJQNJNTXV GJQNJKV+ SQDSV KTW WMJ HMNQGWJS
V JGXHDWNTS DSG 

GNVHNSQNSJ+ EMDW PNSG TKMTG WMJ\ JDHM SQDSSJG WT QTTP KTW+ DSG EMJWJ WMJ\ EDSWJG WT QNDJ-

TMJ\ WDQPJG DGTXW WMJNW SDVW WJQDWNTSVMNSV DSG WMJNW KDPNQNDQ MTPJ QNKJ- WMJS WMJWJ EDV D 

VWDWJPJSW TW WJVSTSVJ WMJ\ EJWJS W VXWJ WMJ\ XSGJWVWTTG+ WMJ\ DVPJG JDHM TWMJW KTW 

HQDWNKNHDWNTS- TMJ\ NSWWTGXHJG JDHM TWMJW WT WMJNW KWNJSGV WT JJW WMJNW NSSXW- .t VJJPJG WT 
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me to be as thorough an examination of each other as any matchmaker whose fee and 

reputation depended upon a successful match could be- 

One evening+ as we all sat in the living room watching reruns on TV+ Michael 

asked Shelley+ "So+ what kind of ring do you want?" 

"Well+" she replied+ "have you looked at Helzberg
s?" 

"No- I haven
t looked anywhere-" 

"Why don
t we go take a look?" 

"Good- I
m glad you have a ring picked out- Then you can just wear the ring+ 

and I won
t have to propose-" 

"Oh+ yes+ you will- I expect you to get down on one knee and ask me to marry 

you-" 

"Then you won
t get the ring tonight-" 

"That
s OK-" 

"Do I really have to do this?" 

"<es+ you do-" 

"Are you going to say+ yes
?" 

"What do you think?" 

"Oh+ no! I
ve seen movies where the guy gets down on one knee+ asks the woman 

to marry him+ and she doesn
t say anything- She just blushes and makes all these 

oooooh
 sounds and then says no-"


Shelley laughed+ "I wouldn
t do that to you-" 

"What if you change your mind between the time we buy the ring and the time I 

ask you to marry me?" 
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"I won
t-" 

"But what if you do? Ifl
m going to get down on one knee and ask you to marry 

me+ you have to promise me that you
ll give me an answer right away- Say yes
 or no


right away- Don
t leave me hanging while you go into indefinable raptures- Promise 

me-" 

"I promise-" 

I laughed at them setting up their engagement as carefully as any stage director 

who demanded that actors stand in a certain spot+ move a certain way+ and say a certain 

thing- But underneath their banter I could tell that they were in earnest- They both 

wanted the moment to be right+ one they would remember in the years to come- Michael 

was asking Shelley if he could trust her to play her part in something very important to 

him+ and she was assuring him that he could- Shelley let him know where to find the ring 

she wanted and later chose two for the clerk to show him when he returned to buy a ring+ 

leaving the final choice to him-

Less than a week later+ I came home from work to find Shelley flashing a 

Helzberg Radiant Star Round Cut half carat center diamond with two round eighth carat 

diamonds on each side set in yellow gold- She and Michael were both grinning ear to 

ear+ so I assumed the engagement moment went as planned-

As practicing Catholics+ Shelley and Michael signed up for the Catholic Church
s 

premarital counseling sessions- I thought this was serious conservative overkill+ but 

when I overheard them earnestly discussing practical as well as philosophical questions 

after their weekly meetings+ I figured it couldn
t hurt for each to know where the other 
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stood- They seemed to disagree as often as not+ and raised their voices with emotion+ but 

they were always able to either come to an agreement or accept the difference- 

<ou would think by the amount of preparation they had done to insure that they 

were right for each other+ that I would sleep soundly- But fear doesn
t respond to reason-

The scars I carried from my own marriage demanded that I search for a sign that Shelley 

would be happy in her marriage before I could let her go with a heartfelt blessing- + My 

head knew there were no guarantees+ but my heart insisted I look for one- 

<> 

I married Joe because we had fun together- We partied with friends every minute 

we weren
t at work and enjoyed the feeling of freedom we got from riding around the 

countryside on his Honda 750 motorcycle- I just assumed that we would continue to 

have fun together- I didn
t consider the future until the future appeared- Shelley
s birth 

jerked me out of my "live for the day" mentality and had me caring about my 

responsibilities for perhaps the first time in my life- Not so my husband- He continued to 

party and spend money as fast as he could get it or borrow it- Instead of climbing the 

corporate ladder at WorldCom+ the long distance phone company where he worked as an 

installer+ he fought with his bosses almost daily in his resentment of having to work at all- 

He only half,heartedly accepted the role of father+ usually resenting the time+ attention+ 

and money his daughter took from him- 

I was a child of divorce+ and missed my father terribly- I thought that even a 

negligent father was better than none at all+ and I determined to make our marriage work- 

We had a traditional marriage; he brought home the paycheck and I took care of the 

household and our daughter- What had begun as an exciting romance became a constant 
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battle ofwho was going to get his or her way this time- He spent money as fast as he 

could get his hands on it while I was frugal and wanted to save for a rainy day- While we 

both expected the wife to take the major role in raising the children and maintaining the 

household+ he also expected me to work at a full,time job outside of the home- He 

constantly made remarks about how much he was suffering for lack ofmaterial goods 

and his inability to spend money freely on vacations and in restaurants because I wasn
t 

bringing in a paycheck- Where I was a more permissive parent+ he demanded instant 

obedience without question- After a few years+ the anger and resentment we felt toward 

each other made communication and a workable relationship impossible+ and each of us 

pursued our own paths- He spent his days at work and his evenings hunched over the 

computer in his den- I raised our daughter+ including home schooling her+ and spent my 

free time at quilting and reading clubs and dog training classes with our two border 

collies- Though we still put on the fa9ade of a normal married couple to the outside 

world+ we were not a couple but opponents- We had called truces on many fronts during 

our marriage+ but nothing was ever resolved- The way he saw things+ he was right and I 

was wrong- The way I saw things+ he was an asshole- 

When Shelley went off to college I found myself at a loss- She had been the 

center of my world for so many years that I couldn
t face an empty house day after day+ 

and I expressed my determination to attend a local college- My self,proclaimed 

"common man" or "blue collar" husband declared that no wife of his was going to get a 

college degree- It didn
t take a college degree to take care of him and the house- If a 

high school diploma was good enough for him+ it was good enough for his wife- He 
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suggested I get a job at Bob
s Fish House down the road- He would be happy to have the 

extra income if I were to "work for the first time" in my life- 

We did not divorce amicably- I discovered a bill on a Mastercard I didn
t know 

we had with a balance of over $9+000- I knew a judge would consider the charges a 

shared marital debt for which I would have to pay half+ so I cleaned out our joint savings 

account and started an account in my own name- I continued to handle the household 

bills until I moved out by promptly shredding all invoices upon receipt without payment- 

He drew up and presented to me a document stating that I gave up all claim to his 

military pension- He said he "was the one who earned it-" I knew Federal law would give 

me half for the years that we were married during his military career+ and I felt I had 

earned it+ too- I wasn t signing away anything- I discovered love letters on his computer 

to a woman in Florida+ copies ofwhich+ when shown to my lawyer and his+ yielded a 

hefty monthly support check throughout the months of our separation- Money was the 

only thing he ever cared about+ and his wallet was where I took my revenge- Fortunately+ 

the only things I really cared about ,, our daughter and our dogs ,, he couldn
t have cared 

less about- I knew that as long as I kept his attention on the money he was losing+ he 

wouldn
t have time to think about what I did care about- 

We had only been living separately for a month when I got a call from an FBI 

agent asking about Joe- I learned that he had been meeting weekly for several years with 

a paramilitary group in the woods north of Sommerville- I thought Thursdays were Joe s 

bowling night- He had amassed an arsenal of at least fourteen handguns and twelve 

rifles- The agent said he had made threats in an online chat room against then first lady 

Hilary Clinton+ and the FBI wondered if I thought he could be a serious threat- 
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I wasn
t sure I knew the answer to that- I had been married to Joe for 23 years+ 

but hearing the things Agent Fontaine told me+ I thought I didn
t really know him- 

Several months earlier+ during our fights about my going to college+ I suggested to him 

that we go to see a marriage counselor- He laughed+ "There
s nothing wrong with me." 

So+ I went by myself- I told the counselors about our arguments+ about my actions and 

his in situations that had caused strife- Two separate psychologists told me to get a 

divorce- One described him with phrases like "paranoid schizophrenic with 

responsibility avoidance+ a persecution complex+ and delusions of grandeur-" The other 

said he was a "narcissist with a God complex+" and both agreed that he was a 

"sociopath-" 

Suddenly+ I realized that I did know the answer- Joe was mostly a lot of hot air 

and he was also without scruple but he had a very healthy respect for his own safety and 

comfort- Jail is not someplace he wanted to see himself- 

I told the FBI agent that "He
s a threat to Hilary Clinton only in so far as he thinks 

he can get away with it-" 

A South Carolina judge agreed that ours was a clear case of "irreconcilable 

differences" and granted us a divorce- The "common man" found a woman content to 

live her life taking care ofhis wants and needs and is now living with her somewhere in 

the swamps of Florida- Shelley and I moved in the other direction+ to Indiana where she 

is pursuing her Ph-D- in Astrophysics and I am pursuing my Master
s in English-

Joe and I had a great time as two separate people just hanging out but we were a 

terrible couple- We entered into marriage with no idea of what either of us expected of 

the other and no idea ofhow each imagined the future would unfold- We found that we 
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did not share the same values or goals and the passage of time just made a bad choice 

worse-

As a young woman in the 1970
s+ I had just assumed that I would marry and have 

children- It seemed the natural course of events- I never considered my or my partner
s 

"fitness" for marriage- Everyone got married; why shouldn
t we? Of course+ I knew that 

people got divorced+ too+ but it didn
t seem like something I had any control over- +My 

parents had divorced after eighteen years of marriage- If eighteen years of being together 

wasn
t enough to guarantee a lasting marriage+ nothing would- I don
t think I planned to 

divorce but I knew it was a possibility- Still+ since I couldn
t do anything about it+ why 

worry? 

I
m not sure that+ at the age of nineteen+ I would have taken premarital counseling 

seriously- I think I would have viewed it as an invasion of my privacy and a questioning 

of my ability to make my own decisions- Ifwe had undergone premarital counseling and 

I had discovered that he expected me to keep a full,time job+ as well as take care of the 

house and children+ I don
t think I would have married him- I didn
t see any way of 

being a wife and mother and be a career woman at the same time- I expected to fulfill the 

role in marriage that I had seen my mother do- His mother had worked as a cook for a 

fraternity+ pretty much leaving the kids to take care of themselves and expecting them to 

do the housekeeping as well- Our visions of my role in the marriage were completely 

incompatible- Even if I didn t know myself well enough to know that his atheism and 

cavalier attitude toward money would be a problem in the marriage+ the lack of value that 

he placed on wife and children would have been evident in his expectations for me and 

would have ended the relationship before we were married- If I were to consider 
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marriage again+ I would insist on premarital counseling and long discussions with my 

intended about our expectations of each other in the marriage- It might not guarantee that 

there wouldn
t be another divorce+ but at least we
d start out knowing what each of us 

thought about issues that would arise in the marriage+ and we would have considered 

whether or not we thought we could live with any differences- Shelley and Michael had 

that advantage- They had talked about their roles+ goals+ expectations and beliefs with 

each other so they knew each other well and agreed on important issues- That would give 

them an advantage in dealing with any problems along the way- 

<> 

My low expectations of marriage may have stemmed from my parents
 

experience- They met as students at the University of Chicago- They came from very 

different backgrounds- Mom
s family had come to Illinois from Prince Edward Island by 

way ofR~vere+ Massachusetts- They were English and Irish+ well schooled in the 

expectations of society and able to maneuver within it- Mom was secure in her view of 

herself and her place- Dad was a first generation German,American who carried the 

scars of ridicule when+ as a kindergartener who only spoke German+ he couldn
t 

understand the speech of many of the other children or the instructions of his teachers- 

In spite of their different upbringings+ they enjoyed spending time with each 

other- They went for walks and talked for hours in the coffee shop- He was funny+ 

insightful and seemed so confident about who he was and what he wanted from life- He 

found Mom charming and sophisticated- They thought they could build a life together- It 

was the romantic 1950
s+ the decade when Grace Kelly became a real life princess when 

she married her Prince Charming+ Prince Ranier of Monaco-
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Mom pursued a Bachelor
s degree in Home Economics- Like many young 

women in the United States in the 1950
s+ she planned to marry and stay at home to run 

the household and raise the children while her husband brought home a paycheck- Dad 

attended college on a merit scholarship+ but without a clear career direction- When his 

scholarship ended and his money ran out he joined the Army+ planning to return to school 

on the GI bill after his service was up- The Korean War had begun in earnest- After a 

few months in boot camp+ during the coldest winter Ft- Leonard Wood+ Missouri had 

endured in more than fifty years+ Dad was sent to Korea- At home+ Mom prayed for his 

safety and planned their wedding- 

As a foot soldier patrolling the perimeter in the front lines+ Dad was face to face 

with Chinese soldiers doing the same thing on the other side of the line- Whenever he 

went out on patrol he never knew whether he would be coming back- On one patrol he 

was about six feet away from a buddy whose face was shot off by a Chinese rifleman- It 

was customary in the Army in Korea at that time to rise in rank by filling the position of a 

superior who had been killed- Dad s rank jumped up seven steps in that one year- He 

went to Korea a Private and came home a Master Sergeant- He handled the stress of 

combat by getting drunk- On a furlough in Seoul he reeled into a lamppost and fell face 

first onto the concrete curb- He hit so hard that he broke the roots of his teeth and had to 

have them all removed- 

When Dad returned to the United States after his tour in Korea+ Mom put her 

plans for their wedding in motion- She sent out wedding invitations+ booked the church+ 

ordered the flowers and had her dress fitted- Dad postponed the wedding three times 

because+ he said+ his false teeth didn t fit properly- They had to be redone and he refused 
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to get married without teeth- Mom asked him point blank if he was sure he wanted to 

marry her- He protested ardently that he did- 

Mom wanted to settle down and raise a family- She offered to work while Dad 

finished his degree on the GI bill but he said he didn
t want his wife to work- He wanted 

to stay in the military+ at least for another three year tour- 

When his tour in Germany was up+ he signed up for another three years- 

After a military career that spanned twenty years+ Dad
s final post was to a small 

office in North Carolina- My mother+ brother and I went to live in their dream retirement 

home in Florida- Six months before he was to retire+ he asked my mother for a divorce- 

It seemed to me that Mom and Dad had been at odds their whole married life- 

She wanted to settle down; he wanted to see the world- She wanted to raise a family; 

children didn
t fit his lifestyle- She wanted to spend their extra money to buy living room 

furniture; he wanted to take flying lessons- Before he left the university and went off to 

Korea+ Dad gave Mom the impression that he wanted the same things in life that she did- 

After his combat tour+ he dragged his feet about pursuing the life they had talked about- 

He didn
t have the nerve to call off the wedding and she didn
t want to believe that he 

had changed that much- 

After they were divorced+ Dad married his secretary+ for love+ he said- She 

needed him- But his second marriage did not bring him the happiness he was searching 

for- The "other woman" turned out to be a manic depressive who put him through an 

emotional roller coaster- He tried to leave her three times and each time she tried to 

commit suicide by slashing her wrists- Then she would call him on the phone to tell him 

what she had done and to say "good,bye+" giving him enough time to call an ambulance 
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and rush to her side- After her third suicide attempt+ he made up his mind that he would 

stay with her "until death do us part-" In the next few years he had a heart attack and 

developed cancer twice- The second time the cancer was fatal- Before he died+ he 

wrestled his pride down and mentioned to me that he "might have made a mistake" in 

divorcing Mom- I was furious that he had made such a life,changing decision for 

something that he hadn
t made damn sure wasn
t a mistake- Since the time my parents 

were divorced+ I had given him the benefit of believing that he did what he felt he had to 

do for the good of everyone concerned- Now it seemed that he had done what he thought 

would benefit him and we hadn
t been a part of his decision at all- Ifwe had been+ he 

would not have divorced a woman and children who loved him- 

I also knew that he had chafed at being married- He craved more excitement and 

adventure than he felt he was getting as a married man with children- I wonder if he had 

ever recovered from the shock of coming face to face with his own mortality in Korea- 

Is that why he couldn
t let himself be lulled into the sense of security and feelings of 

immortality that a family can give? Is that why when he remarried+ he married an 

unstable woman? I didn t believe his marriage to my mother had been a mistake and in 

the end he didn
t think so either- They had felt themselves compatible before he left for 

the war and I believe that given time and counseling+ things he was too proud to ask for+ 

he could have recovered his perspective- By the time he asked my mother for a divorce+ 

it was way too late- 

Mom married a colleague at the insurance agency at which she worked- She 

didn t love him but she said that we needed a father figure - She was the only one who 

saw him that way; neither my brother nor I ever accepted him as our new father- The 
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next year when mom joined a prestigious firm with a substantial raise in salary+ her new 

husband quit work and brought his twelve,year,old drug,addicted son to live with us- 

Less than a year later+ he still had no job and she demanded a divorce- He left+ but not 

before he had gathered all the clothes that he had bought her since they met and set them 

on fire in the kitchen sink- 

It seemed that neither marrying for love nor for a father figure for your children is 

a good idea- 

As a preteen+ I had asked Mom how she knew Dad was the right one for her- She 

said she just knew- After they were divorced+ I mentioned that I guessed he wasn t the 

right one for her- 

"Oh+ no+ he was the right one-" 

"How can you say that? <ou re divorced-" 

"<es-" 

"Then how was he the right one?" 

She looked at me and gently said+ "Sometimes things don t work out the way you 

planned-" 

I thought then that it was the saddest+ most tragically romantic thing I had ever 

heard- I think now that if you want things to work out the way you plan+ you
d better 

make sure the person you are making those plans with is on the same page you are- 

As a child+ I learned from my parents what marriage was- I learned that the man 

had a career while the woman s career was caring for her family- I learned that it wasn
t 

unusual for the man to be gone from the family most of the time- We seldom spent more 

than an hour or two in a day with my dad+ usually at dinner and an hour or so afterwards- 
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He was taking college classes at night+ which also meant he spent a good deal of time 

alone studying- He rarely took part in child care and never did any housework- I carried 

these expectations into my own marriage- They hadn
t brought me or my parents


happiness and I wanted to make sure that Shelley didn
t learn them from me- She was 

working on a graduate degree and planned to work in her field even after marriage and 

children- She would not find herself without a means of taking care ofherself or her 

children- She would not face poverty even if she and Michael divorced because she did 

plan to pursue a career- Michael
s father had been very active in helping to raise him and 

his sisters and did a good deal of the housework as well- Michael expected to take an 

active role in both housekeeping and child care just as his father had- His attitude in this 

regard would make Shelley s desire to have both a career and children much easier- 

<> 

My maternal grandmother+ Ruth+ and her husband+ Tom+ were on the same page- 

Their romance was beautiful but also tragic and sad- Mom always said that I was very 

much like Ruth+ but where my marriage had failed+ hers had succeeded- 

Grandma Ruth had studied piano since the age of four- In her teen years+ she had 

trained with teachers who felt she could be a successful concert pianist but when the time 

came for her to continue her studies in New <ork City+ her parents balked- They told her 

that New <ork City was a dangerous place for a woman alone- What they really wanted 

for her was to find a good husband to take care of her- She wanted that+ too+ but she also 

wanted to continue her music studies- In America in the 1920 s prejudice against women 

in music at the professional level was strong and Ruth understood she would have to 

make a choice- She could defy her parents and try to make it alone in New <ork City as 
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a concert pianist or continue playing and enjoying music on her own and look for a 

suitable husband- She chose the latter- 

Ruth and Tom met in a Red Cross comfort station in 1922- Most of the time+ she 

played the piano while the other girls danced+ but she caught his attention- They spent 

many hours talking and+ when someone else could play+ dancing- Tom was not the sort 

of guy Ruth s parents approved of- He was a corpsman in the Marines and a carpenter 

when he wasn
t in the military- His education stopped with a high school diploma- 

Nonetheless+ Tom and Ruth understood each other- They waited out her parents 

opposition for three years+ during which time Tom converted from being Methodist to 

Roman Catholic- Whether it was to please her parents or as a consequence of one of their 

long discussions+ I never knew+ but ifl were asked to make an educated guess+ I would 

say it was a genuine conversion due to Grandma
s ability to elucidate her convictions- 

She was happy to invite any door,to,door Seventh Day Adventists or Evangelical 

Baptists into her home to teach them about the Catholic faith- 

Grandpa Tom was part of President Roosevelt
s revitalization program after the 

Great Depression- His job was to hang electrical wire on the poles that began to dot the 

highways- He was lucky to have a job and was happy that it was outdoors- He hated 

sitting behind a desk and felt the need to be active- The aim of the program was to make 

electricity available to everyone in the United States+ so by the nature of his job+ he and 

his family had to move across the country from one little town to another every few 

months- Grandma Ruth hated moving so often but she made light of it by telling her 

daughters that they were playing at being gypsies out to see the world- Although it was 

an added expense they could barely afford+ they brought Grandma Ruth s piano with 
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them wherever they moved- Grandpa Tom knew how important having the piano was to 

her and he never balked at the cost of transporting it- 

Ruth was thirty,three when Tom died- Mom was eight years old and her sister 

Jacquie was twelve- I had asked my mom before she passed away about how he died but 

she didn
t remember very much- Jacquie remembered+ though- She was old enough to 

understand the meaning of the events for the family and was able to remember enough to 

tell me what had happened- She always started out by prefacing the telling of it with the 

statement "I can tell you there is such a thing as ESP- I don
t have it+ but I
ve seen it close 

up in Mom-" Jacquie said that her parents had worried about each other for weeks before 

it happened+ uncharacteristically warning each other whenever they parted: 

"Be careful-" 

"I will- <ou+ too-" 

They had both felt that something awful was about to happen but they had no idea 

what it might be- 

It had been a blisteringly hot day and the evening
s thunderstorms had downed 

power lines in outlying neighborhoods- Grandpa Tom donned the protective clothing, 

overalls+ coat+ boots+ hat and gloves, that were to insulate him from electrical current+ 

grabbed his toolbox and went out to help the other linesmen restore power- 

Grandma Ruth woke sometime in the middle of the night- She called Tom
s 

supervisor and demanded that they go find Tom- She said he was dead and needed to be 

brought down off the pole- The supervisor assured her that the power had been turned off 

on the lines that Tom was working on and he was sure Tom was fine- Grandma insisted 
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that they go look for him and+ to appease what he probably saw as a hysterical woman+ 

the supervisor said he would- 

Grandma Ruth dressed in her navy blue suit with white piping- It was the most 

expensive outfit she owned and she saved it exclusively for church- Then she woke 

Jacquie and told her to put on her Sunday outfit+ the green skirt and jacket with her white 

blouse and shoes- Jacquie asked her mother why they were getting ready for church in 

the middle of the night- She remembers Grandma Ruth
s words exactly- 

"We
re not getting ready for church+ Jacquie- <our father has died- We need to 

be ready when the people from his company come to tell us- <our father would want us 

to look our best-" 

Aunt Jacquie did as she was told while Grandma Ruth dressed my still sleeping 

mother in her best clothes- Grandma Ruth carried Mom into the living room and sat her 

in the corner of the couch and Jacquie followed+ mute- Then+ Grandma Ruth disappeared 

into the bathroom and came out with a brush which she applied to Mom
s shoulder length 

dark hair- Then she brushed out Jacquie
s short straight blonde bob- It was then that she 

noticed that one of the buttons on Jacquie
s suit jacket was hanging by a few loose 

threads-

"We can
t have that+" she said- She disappeared again and came back with her 

sewing box- With Jacquie standing in front of her+ still wearing the jacket+ Ruth clipped 

the loose threads and sewed the button on so that it was snug- Then she buttoned it up 

agam-
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The three of them sat in the semi,darkness+ lit only by a small comer lamp on the 

end table- The area where Grandpa Tom was restoring power had nothing to do with 

them; their power was fine- 

"Mom+ how do you know Dad
s dead?" Jacquie asked- 

"I just know-" 

"Did you have a dream?" 

"No-" 

"Did his spirit come to tell you?" 

"No+ Jacquie- I didn
t have a dream+ I didn
t see his spirit- I just know-" 

They found Grandpa Tom+ still in full gear+ strapped to an electrical pole- A live 

wire snapped and spit as it danced in the wind around the pole and him- 

The man in the central office who was supposed to have turned off the power to 

the lines leading into that area had failed to do so- They found him passed out in his 

chair+ drunk again- He had been threatened with losing his job several times for being 

drunk on duty- Each time+ he promised he would sober up and the supervisor wanted to 

believe him because the man had a wife and six kids to support- His sympathy cost 

Grandpa Tom his life- 

They found a burn line on his forearm between his glove and coat sleeve- He 

must have reached up to grab the wire and it lashed out+ catching him on that mere slit of 

exposed skin+ searing a slash line and sending enough volts and amperage down his arm 

to bum a pathway through his body and stop his heart- His death certificate listed the 

cause of death as accidental+ due to "burns from electrocution" caused by "coming into 

contact with a 2300 volt wire in the line of duty-" Voltage as low as 110 with amperage 
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as low as 60 can cause ventricular fibrillation+ a condition in which the heart muscles 

tremble independently of each other rather than contracting rhythmically to send blood 

through the body+ and can cause death within minutes- Voltage levels of 500 cause 

extensive internal bums due to the resistance of flesh to the path of the current- The 

electric wire that touched Grandpa Tom had four and a halftimes the voltage that would 

cause severe internal bums and twenty times that required to cause heart failure- He 

would have been dead within seconds- 

They said he died instantly- Did he know that he was dying in that last moment? 

Was his last thought of his wife+ Ruth? Is that how she knew he was dead? Did their 

thoughts meet in one last touch? There doesn
t seem to be any other explanation for 

Grandma Ruth knowing that he was dead- There was no reason for her to think that that 

night would be different from any other- Grandpa Tom routinely went out in bad weather 

to restore downed power lines- He was experienced and prepared- I believe that in the 

last few moments that he had left+ as the wire carrying the electricity scrambled and fried 

every system in his body+ Tom reached out to Ruth one last time and she heard him- 

Grandma Ruth never remarried- She wore her wedding rings until the day she 

died- As a teenager+ I had thought their story very romantic+ a great love- Jacquie 

laughed and said that they did love each other very much but they had problems like any 

other couple- She said one thing that they always insisted upon whenever they disagreed 

was to come to a meeting of the minds before they went to bed+ even if it was just to 

agree to disagree- They didn
t want to let resentments grow and fester as time went on+ 

so they felt they had to clear the air as soon as possible- Grandma Ruth told her that in a 

marriage you have to give sixty to seventy percent and that will end up being about fifty 
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percent- That
s because you know what it costs you+ but you don
t know what it costs the 

other person- So+ you give more than you think is halfway to get to halfway- 

It seems to me that to have a bond strong enough to defy death+ they must have 

been very much in love- But love was not enough to keep the marriage going- They had 

to have practical skills to deal with day,to,day living- They had worked out a way to 

argue that would bring them to a compromise or an agreement to disagree- Even in those 

instances when they wanted different things they found a way to help each other get what 

they wanted- Such an ability had to begin with self,respect and respect for the other 

person- They sacrificed for each other- She moved around the country with him so that 

he could work at a job he liked and he paid to have her piano moved every time they 

moved- Whatever differences they had+ they hadn
t let them take away the love they felt 

for each other- Jacquie remembers that sometimes+ seemingly for no reason at all+ they
d 

look at each other and smile or hold hands- One would start to say something and the 

other would nod and say "yes" as if they knew what the other was going to say before 

they said it- Hard work had deepened their intimacy over the years rather than eroding it- 

Shelley and Michael may have Ruth and Tom
s formula for resolving 

disagreements+ one that will help them become even closer in the years to come as they 

work together to work out problems- They have had disagreements that got very heated+ 

emotions ran high and voices were raised- They battled it out until they were both 

satisfied with the end result- Their hugs afterwards showed that they had come to a 

mutual understanding- Ifmy husband and I had fought that way over our differences+ we 

would have been divorced a lot sooner since neither of us was willing to compromise- As 

much as I hate loud arguments+ if the two people involved work toward a mutually 
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satisfying conclusion+ arguments may clear the air and help the marriage rather than lead 

to divorce- 

<> 

A common sentiment in the 1970
s was that marriage was just a piece of paper 

having nothing to do with the real relationship- But now it was beginning to look to me 

as if marriage was one of the most important contracts a person could enter into- The 

courage that it took to take that last step in a relationship called for a clear head- 

While Grandma Ruth had married for love+ her mother+ Lillian+ seemed to have 

started out in something more like an arranged marriage- While it
s true they were 

attracted to each other+ Lillian and her husband Gus both seemed to choose each other out 

of more practical considerations- 

Great,grandmother Lillian didn
t marry until she was twenty six and if it had been 

left entirely up to her+ she would have been a lot older than that- She wasn
t pursuing a 

higher degree or an artistic vocation; she was having fun and she saw no reason why she 

would want to change that enjoyable state of affairs- She was all of four feet ten inches 

tall+ with dark brown hair+ grey eyes and a feisty disposition- 

Lillian met Gus when he was on a sort of civilian shore leave- He worked for his 

father
s company piloting trading ships that hopped from port to port from their home in 

Prince Edward Island+ Canada+ down the eastern seaboard of the U-S- and into the 

Caribbean- Gus was six feet+ four inches tall+ skinny+ bony+ had a prominent hooked 

nose+ a wild shock of light brown hair and blue eyes- Oddly+ for a man who made his 

living working out at sea+ he never learned to swim- As a little girl+ Jacquie once asked 

him what he would do if one of his ships sank- He drew himself up+ tucked in his chin 
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and replied+ "<oung lady+ no ship of mine would ever dare sink-" He wasn
t kidding or 

being facetious; he meant it- That was Gus
s philosophy on life- He could do anything he 

wanted to and succeed- 

Gus and Lillian
s father James got along well right away- James liked Gus
s 

energy and confidence and they both liked to play chess- Whenever Gus could spend a 

few days in Boston while his ship loaded and unloaded cargo+ one of his favorite things 

to do was to go and play chess with James- They talked about their lives and families+ 

world events and sports while they sat across each other in front of the chess board 

plotting to annihilate each other
s chess pieces- James became well acquainted with 

Gus
s temperament+ morals+ religious and political beliefs and his plans for the future- 

James decided that Lillian would marry Gus before she herself did- 

James loved his children and they knew it- Lillian was thirteen when her mother 

died- James remarried a year later to give the children a mother- Aunt Jacquie reports 

that before they married+ he made clear to his prospective bride that should there be any 

problems between her and the children+ she would be "out of here-" She accepted the 

edict and married him- Although the children were well aware of the circumstances of I11 

the marriage+ they evidently treated their new mother well+ as their friendships with her 

extended into adulthood- 

So+ when James proposed his choice of a husband to Lillian+ even though she 

wasn
t of a disposition to marry any time soon+ she considered it seriously- She knew her 
II, 

father would choose someone who would treat her well+ be a good provider+ and share 

their cultural and religious background- Those things were important to Irish immigrants 

who wanted to succeed in their new homeland but maintain their cultural identity- She 
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was impressed with Gus
s strategy in getting to know her father before paying suit to her- 

She finally agreed to go out with him and Lillian and Gus began a courtship- Before she 

agreed to marry him+ she insisted that he quit merchant sailing- She wouldn
t have a man 

who would be gone for weeks on end- Gus left his father
s company and got a job as a 

tugboat captain+ which would keep him in Boston Harbor and home at nights+ but still 

allow him to work with the ships- 

Gus and Lillian were married on January 6+ 1899- They signed the legal 

paperwork in a civil ceremony in West Newton+ Massachusetts and took a horse and 

buggy carriage ride to the church where friends and family waited to witness their 

marriage vows in a Catholic Mass- Almost a foot of snow had fallen and more was 

drifting down as they rode side by side+ bundled under blankets+ through the trees in the 

countryside-

Gus liked to tell the story of how they came upon a man in at,shirt+ with about 

three day
s growth of beard+ holding a beer bottle in one hand and clenching a cigar 

through brown teeth- He was leaning out of the window of his house some ways up the 

hill- Gus smiled and waved and the man grinned and waved back- Gus turned to check 

the road ahead of them- When he turned back the man was no longer smiling but shaking 

his fist at them and yelling something that he was too far away for Gus to be able to make 

out- Nonplussed+ Gus drove the carriage on- The incident was a source of puzzlement to 

him for many years- Why would a complete stranger be so friendly+ then suddenly be so 

angry at them? They were driving on a well worn track and so far as either of them 

knew+ the man was a complete stranger to them-
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Aunt Jacquie remembers the evening+ many years later+ when Lillian enlightened 

her husband- They had all just finished dinner and were sitting around in the living 

room- Grandma Ruth+ Mom and Jacquie were passing around florist brochures and 

discussing what types of flowers Mom might like for her wedding- Lillian was 

crocheting a medallion tablecloth and Gus had just told the "horse and buggy" story for 

the umpteenth time- Lillian looked up from her thread- 

"Dear+ do you suppose that if I had thumbed my nose at the man for being so rude 

as to present such a crude sight on our wedding day+ that might explain the change in his 

behavior?" 

The sides of Gus
s handlebar mustache twitched up and down and his eyes 

twinkled-

"<es+ dear+ I suppose that might explain it-" 

Lillian
s marriage appears to have been arranged by her father and Gus on the 

most practical bases- Gus loved the sea but was ready to settle down and raise a family- 

Lillian was prepared to eventually mmTy someone suitable and do the same- He was 

twenty seven and she was twenty six+ old enough to know who they were and what they 

wanted- Each was independent and leading a life that suited them- Marriage was a 

conscious choice that they made to join their lives in pursuit of common goals- Besides 

their cultural and religious similarities and their shared vision of the future+ they did 

begin their marriage with a mutual attraction and appreciation of each other
s 

personalities- They shared a sense of humor and a sense of adventure about life that 

continued into old age- Gus
s amused reaction to the fact that his wife had always held 
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the key to a long puzzled riddle is an indication that that appreciation continued and 

probably grew- 

<> 

Michael and Shelley seemed to have the most in common with Gus and Lillian- 

Although I didn
t believe that physical appearances had anything to do with happiness in 

marriage+ both men were a foot or more taller than their wives- The "little woman" was 

little only in stature- Both Shelley and Lillian were strong women who could hold their 

own in any situation- Shelley and Michael were both in their late twenties+ had built 

independent lives while waiting for the right person to marry+ and shared a sense of 

humor about life+ themselves and each other- Shelley and Michael had examined each 

other s suitability as marriage partners at least as thoroughly as James had examined 

Gus
s for his daughter Lillian- I had drifted into marriage at age nineteen to a man in his 

late twenties whom I hardly knew simply because we had been a couple for a while and it 

seemed the thing to do- Shelley
s and my approaches to marriages couldn
t have been 

more different- 

It seemed to me that there were three points that would determine whether a 

marriage would be successful- First+ there must be a mutual attraction- That is an easy 

one nowadays since we choose our own mates rather than suffer the arrangements of 

parents who might ignore a proposed spouse
s obesity+ bad breath or body odor and 

hyena,laugh for more practical considerations like familial financial gain- Second+ two 

people must share a mutual vision about what their married life will look like- This 

means many conversations about how each person sees his or her role in the marriage- 

Do they plan to work full,time or be a stay,at,home parent? Will the children be raised 
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strictly or with leniency? Will they be involved in a specific religion+ and if so+ which 

one? Where will they live? How do they see the use of money? Do they expect 

marriage to be a life,long commitment or is it just something they plan to try and see how 

it goes? Are their personal aspirations compatible and are they supportive of each other
s 

aspirations? These discussions demand complete honesty and the ability to walk away if 

unbridgeable differences appear- Third+ they must be able to discuss and work out 

mutually acceptable compromises to any disagreements- If they are not able to 

satisfactorily solve problems that will inevitably arise in a marriage+ simply due to daily 

living+ how can they resolve serious conflicts? The ability to talk things out with respect 

until there is a meeting of the minds is important in forming the foundation that leads to 

marriage- It is equally important for maintaining the marriage and preventing 

resentments and emotional barriers between them- 

My husband and I failed on points two and three- Any mutual attraction we had 

disappeared when our differing views of married life created resentment in both of us that 

we were not prepared to work together to fix- My parents had a mutual attraction in the 

beginning and had discussed what each of them was looking for in life- However+ when 

Dad
s vision of what he wanted for his life changed and he didn
t honestly discuss it with 

my mother+ their marriage became one of unfulfilled expectations- They were unable or 

unwilling to compromise- Grandma Ruth and Grandma Lillian both seem to have had all 

three points in their marriages: mutual attraction+ shared vision+ and the ability to work 

together to resolve disagreements- That made their marriages successful+ and it made 

them happy- 
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Shelley and Michael had a mutual attraction+ neither of them possessing excessive 

body fat+ foul odors or hyena laughs- Oddly+ their attraction seemed to have begun over a 

disagreement about whether or not to hyphenate their children
s last names- They came 

to an agreement that their children would carry both names but without the hyphen- They 

had more heated discussions about both realistic and philosophical issues arising from the 

premarital counseling classes which they appeared to conclude satisfactorily- Part of 

their attraction to each other seemed to be in disputing differences and working them out- 

But they did much more than argue- They also spent a lot of time working together+ 

watching sports+ playing computer games+ just talking+ teasing and laughing- 

They both showed integrity by honestly talking about what they were looking for 

in life- When they came together they were mature enough already to know who they 

were and what they wanted- They both want to be professors at smaller schools rather 

than research schools so that they can spend the maximum amount of time with their 

children- They are both fiscally conservative and prefer to live simply- They agree that 

they want between four and six children+ and want to raise them with patience and hands 

on attention from both parents- They agree that home schooling is best and that outside 

childcare is undesirable- They are both devout Catholics who attend Mass regularly and 

agree they will raise their children in that faith as well- Neither of them believes in 

divorce+ so at the very least they are both planning to be in this marriage for the long 

haul-

They began their courtship with a debate and have continued to debate and 

compromise on the important issues ever since- This skill seems to show the most 
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promise for success in their relationship and does not seem to be a chore for them+ as they 

seem to enjoy the challenge- 

Shelley and Michael seemed to have all three points covered: mutual attraction+ 

shared vision+ and the ability to work together to resolve disagreements- They like and 

love each other- They have had long+ detailed discussions with each other+ with family+ 

and with friends about their goals+ values and beliefs as regards their planned married 

life- They treat each other with respect even when they disagree and work to find a 

solution that they will both be happy with to any problems that arise- 

I held no illusions that their married life would always be smooth- Life isn
t- 

They would have problems like anyone else+ but it seemed to me that they were equipped 

with the skills to handle whatever came their way- I believed they would work together 

for their relationship and their family- I allowed myself the glimmer of hope that one day 

they would know what the other was saying before he or she said it+ and maybe supply 

the missing pieces to a spouse
s long puzzled over riddle- 

<> 

I awoke to the raucous chirping of birds and a blinding ray of sun that stabbed 

through a crack in the curtains and pierced my left eye- I must have fallen asleep 

somewhere in the early morning hours- I was going to look like hell in the wedding 

photos- I wouldn
t be able to cover up a sleepless night with extra make,up+ either- The 

photographer said we should use make,up sparingly and try to look as natural as possible- 

He said make,up showed up in stark outlines in photographs and too much would make 

us look like clowns- I would just have to put what energy I had into my smile and pray I 

didn
t look ghastly- 




~ 
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The wedding was in a small town neighborhood parish church whose location just 

offa state highway gave no promise of its beauty inside- I was seated in the front pew on 

the left side with the groom
s parents and three sisters on the other side of the aisle- I 

gazed at the back walls of the altar while I waited for the rest of the eighty or so guests to 

be seated- The walls were painted a creamy yellow that lit up the entire area as if the sun 

had its own private entrance- Huge urns of summer flowers flanked the altar in a mosaic 

of hundreds of blue+ purple and yellow freesias+ pink roses+ purple and white orchids+ 

white calla lilies+ cherry and white Stargazer lilies+ and purplish blue iris+ backed by 

grass,green fem and dotted with sprays of baby
s breath- The pews were carved of a 

light blond oak that warmed the nave as the back wall warmed the altar+ and were flanked 

by a row of large blue stained glass windows+ set high in the wall+ which gave the 

impression of a propitious blue sky- 

When the music began+ everyone turned to watch the four couples process up the 

aisle+ the bridesmaids in their little black dresses+ and the groomsmen in black suits- 

When each couple reached the front they peeled off in opposite directions to line up in 

front of the altar- 

Michael appeared at the back of the church in the center aisle- He was attired in a 

cream colored shirt and suit with a cocoa colored vest and tie and wore a dark red rose on 

his lapel- He held out his hand to Shelley+ who came from the other side of the narthex 

and took it- She was wearing a strapless cream gown and a champagne overskirt and 

train+ both liberally embroidered with pearls- Her hair was done up in curls with pearls 

scattered among them- She was a beautiful vision- They had decided on this manner of 

walking up the aisle+ meeting from opposite sides and walking each other to the altar+ as 
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representative of their life
s journey with each other+ side by side+ arm in arm- One was 

not given to the other; neither was completely responsible for them both+ but they were 

two people equally responsible for themselves and each other- 

Except that Shelley looked a little confused- She had taken Michael
s hand but 

pulled him back when he tried to move forward- Then the attendants
 music ended and 

their entrance music began- Shelley smiled at Michael and they started to move forward- 

His determined long strides pulled Shelley along far faster than their music dictated- She 

pulled back on his arm with her elbow+ not turning her head+ but whispering to him under 

her breath- She succeeded in slowing him down for a few steps+ only to have to repeat 

the process a few more steps later- 

When the priest led them in the recitation of the marriage vows+ Shelley and 

Michael looked into each other
s eyes- They held hands and smiled when they put the 

wedding bands on each other
s fingers- There was no doubt on either of their faces- 

<> 

After three and a half years of marriage and two children+ Shelley and Michael 

were in their final year of graduate school- They asked me if I would be interested in 

quitting my administrative job+ making my home with them and helping out- They said 

they planned to have more children and promised I wouldn t be bored- Of course+ I 

accepted- I hoped soon to have my degree and could use more time to write- 

One afternoon+ I brought the kids in after a walk in the fresh spring air to the 

sound of their parents argument- 

"That is not what I said! " 

"That is what you said! " 
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"No+ it isn
t! That
s what you heard because you weren
t listening to me- What I 

said was ----" 

We lost what they were saying as they caught sight of us and headed into the 

privacy of their bedroom and we went into the kitchen for a snack- We prepared some 

juice and cookies while muted sounds of verbal battle came from the other side of the 

house- We sat at the kitchen table and talked about the bugs they had seen+ and pretty 

soon sounds from the other room ceased- When I heard a giggle+ I took the kids through 

to the den and put on a movie- There would be time enough later for them to learn about 

foreplay-
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	ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NV WMJ VWTW\ TK P\ VWWXJJQJ WT TDJWHTPJ P\ KJDWV KTW P\ GDXJMWJW DV VMJ JSWJWV NSWT PDWWNDJJ- FTW PDS\ ETPJS+ PDPNSJ D VXHHJVVKXQ PDWWNDJJ PDPJV WMJ GNKKJWJSHJ GJWEJJS D HTPKTWWDGQJ QNKJ DSG WMJ JWNSGNSJ STDJWW\ TK GNDTWHJ+ VTPJWMNSJ I GJVSJWDWJQ\ MTSJG P\ GDXJMWJW ETXQG STW KDHJ DV GTWM P\ PTWMJW DSG I GNG- VNWJNSND WTTQKV VJSWNPJSW WMDW "EJ WMNSP GDHP WMWTXJM TXW PTWMJWV NK EJ DWJ ETPJS" .71( HDS WJKJW STW TSQ\ WT WMJ WNHM MNVWTW\ ETPJS EWNWJWV MDDJ QJKW XV+ GXW WT TXW GNTQTJNHDQ PTWMJ
	SMhrt Hbsthry hKWhfJg. WDQGJWW XVJG KNHWNTSDQ HMDWDHWJWV DSG VNWXDWNTSV WT NQQXVWWDWJ MJW DNJEV- I XVJG WJDQ SJTSQJ DSG WJDQ VNWXDWNTSV WT NQQXVWWDWJ DSG NQQXPNSDWJ WMJ WTSNH TK PDWWNDJJ NS TWGJW WT NSKTWP P\ DNJEV- I HMTVJ HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS KTW ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ GJHDXVJ I EDSWJG WT J[SQTWJ P\ DNJE TK PDWWNDJJ DV TGMJHWNDJQ\ DSG WJDQNVWNHDQQ\ DV I HTXQG- 

	CWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS NV D WJQDWNDJQ\ SJE JJSWJ- WMNQJ WMJ WJWP HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PD\ VJJP QNPJ DS T[\PTWTS+ NW DHWXDQQ\ SNSSTNSWV DJW\ VSJHNKNH HWNWJWND- TMJ VWTW\ GJNSJ WTQG PXVW GJ WWXJ .STSKNHWNTS(+ GXW NW NV DQVT HWDKWJG .HWJDWNDJ( KTW DJVWMJWNHV- IS HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS QNWJWDW\ JQJPJSWV DWJ XVJG WT WJQQ D VWTW\ WDWMJW WMDS VNPSQ\ SWJVJSW KDHWV- LJJ GXWPNSG+ JGNWTW TK WMJ CrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg PDJDbNSJ DSG WMJ PDS EMT HDS WDPJ HWJGNW KTW HTNSNSJ WMJ WJWP "HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS+" GNVPNVVJG DWJXPJSWV DGTXW W
	CWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS NV D WJQDWNDJQ\ SJE JJSWJ- WMNQJ WMJ WJWP HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PD\ VJJP QNPJ DS T[\PTWTS+ NW DHWXDQQ\ SNSSTNSWV DJW\ VSJHNKNH HWNWJWND- TMJ VWTW\ GJNSJ WTQG PXVW GJ WWXJ .STSKNHWNTS(+ GXW NW NV DQVT HWDKWJG .HWJDWNDJ( KTW DJVWMJWNHV- IS HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS QNWJWDW\ JQJPJSWV DWJ XVJG WT WJQQ D VWTW\ WDWMJW WMDS VNPSQ\ SWJVJSW KDHWV- LJJ GXWPNSG+ JGNWTW TK WMJ CrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg PDJDbNSJ DSG WMJ PDS EMT HDS WDPJ HWJGNW KTW HTNSNSJ WMJ WJWP "HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS+" GNVPNVVJG DWJXPJSWV DGTXW W
	EMNHM NV SDWW PJPTNW+ SDWW KNHWNTS+ TMJ WhfDg WDrrbhr. MDW\ KDWW.V TMJ LbDr 's CeuG.A 

	MJfhbr. KDWMQJJS NTWWNV. CehbstJr WDed. DSG PDWWNHND HDPSQ.V TMJ Fehrbst's DDuJMtJr. 
	ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ NV D SJWVTSDQ JVVD\ NS WMJ VW\QJ TK D HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW-.t NV STW D WJQQ,DQQ PJPTNW TW WMJ WWDGNWNTSDQ DXWTGNTJWDSM\ GNHWDWJG DW WMJ JSG TK D QTSJ QNKJ+ GXW WDWMJW D "VQNHJ TKQNKJ" PJPTNW WMDW J[SQTWJV "VTPJ DVSJHW TK WMJ MJWJ,DSG, STE" .PJWQ 0/+00(- TMNV WJQDWNDJQ\ SJE KTWP TK PJPTNW NV EMDW NDWDQNJ GTQGGJWJ+ NS 1//6+ HDQQJG D "WJDTQXWNTS NS SJWVTSDQ SDWWDWNDJ WMDW MDV XSWTQQJG DHWTVV WMJ APJWNHDS QDSGVHDSJ NS WMJ QDVW WET DSG D MDQK GJHDGJV" EMNHM "NV WMJ J[SWJVVNTS TK D XSNVX
	IS WMNV W\SJ TK PJPTNW+ VHJSJ+ VXPPDW\ DSG WJKQJHWNTS DWJ PJ\ JQJPJSWV- SHJSJ GWDEV WMJ WJDGJW NSWT WMJ ETWQG TKWMJ EWNWJW+ DSG NW PXVW GJ HQJDW JSTXJM VT WMDW WMJ WJDGJW HDS VJJ NW DSG NPPJGNDWJ VT WMDW WMJ WJDGJW HDS SQDHJ MNP TW MJWVJQK NS NW- 
	IS WMNV W\SJ TK PJPTNW+ VHJSJ+ VXPPDW\ DSG WJKQJHWNTS DWJ PJ\ JQJPJSWV- SHJSJ GWDEV WMJ WJDGJW NSWT WMJ ETWQG TKWMJ EWNWJW+ DSG NW PXVW GJ HQJDW JSTXJM VT WMDW WMJ WJDGJW HDS VJJ NW DSG NPPJGNDWJ VT WMDW WMJ WJDGJW HDS SQDHJ MNP TW MJWVJQK NS NW- 
	ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ GJJNSV+ "I GWXVMJG P\ WJJWM DSG KJQQ NSWT GJG-" TMNV VNPSQJ VWDWJPJSW SDNSWV D SNHWXWJ TK VTPJTSJ WW\NSJ WT WDPJ HDWJ TK WMNSJV DSG J[MDXVWJG DKWJW D QTSJ GD\- TMJ GJWDNQV TK EMT WMNV SJWVTS NV+ DSG EMDW MJW SWTGQJP NV+ DWJ STW JNDJS \JW+ GXW WMJ VHJSJ NV VJW- SXPPDW\ JNDJV XV WMDW NSKTWPDWNTS NS WMJ SJ[W VJHWNTS EMJWJ EJ QJDWS WMDW WMJ SDWWDWTW NV WMJ PTWMJW TK WMJ GWNGJ+ MDV GJJS NS D GDG PDWWNDJJ+ DSG KJDWV KTW MJW GDXJMWJW.V MDSSNSJVV NS PDWWNDJJ- RJKQJHWNTS GJJNSV DV WMJ SDWWDWTW HT

	IS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ. I JPSQT\ D WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG HTPSWJVVNTS- AQWMTXJM I GNG HTSVNGJW WMJ PDWWNDJJV TK P\ PTWMJW+ JWDSGPTWMJW+ DSG JWJDW,JWDSGPTWMJW+ STW JDJW\ WMTXJMW THHXWWJG TS WMJ JDJ TK P\ GDXJMWJW V EJGGNSJ- MDS\ NVVXJV EJWJ GWTXJMW TXW NS 
	IS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ. I JPSQT\ D WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG HTPSWJVVNTS- AQWMTXJM I GNG HTSVNGJW WMJ PDWWNDJJV TK P\ PTWMJW+ JWDSGPTWMJW+ DSG JWJDW,JWDSGPTWMJW+ STW JDJW\ WMTXJMW THHXWWJG TS WMJ JDJ TK P\ GDXJMWJW V EJGGNSJ- MDS\ NVVXJV EJWJ GWTXJMW TXW NS 
	WMJ SQDSSNSJ DSG GNVHXVVNTSV WMDW THHXWWJG NS WMJ EJJPV SWJHJGNSJ WMJ EJGGNSJ+ DV EJQQ DV NS WMJ PTSWMV TKWMJ HTXWWVMNS NWVJQK- TWDHNSJ WMJ JJSJVNV TKJDHM NVVXJ I KDHJG NS ChgHJrgbgJ MDrrbDJJ WT WMJ HTSDJWVDWNTS WMDW GWTXJMW NW XS ETXQG MDDJ GJJS HTSKXVNSJ WT WMJ WJDGJW+ DSG WMJ JSWNWJ SNJHJ XQWNPDWJQ\ XSNSWJQQNJNGQJ- B\ SQDHNSJ WMJ HTSVNGJWDWNTS TKJDHM PDWWNDJJ NS TSJ SNJMW.V WNPJ KWDPJ+ WMJ WDSJJ TK NVVXJV DV EJQQ DV WMJ PDWWNDJJV WMJPVJQDJV+ EMNHM WTJJWMJW VSDS PTWJ WMDS D HJSWXW\+ DWJ DGQJ WT GJ DNJEJG 

	AV EJQQ DV HTPSWJVVNTS+ TMJ Fehrbst 's DDuJMtJr DSG ChgsbGJrbgJ MDrrbDJJ VMDWJ WMJ WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG GTTPJSGNSJ- TMNV VWWXHWXWDQ GJDNHJ NV JPSQT\JG WT KWDPJ WMJ VWTW\ VT WMDW "WMJ JSG TKWMJ ETWP PDWHMJV WMJ GJJNSSNSJ" .RDNSJW 163(- TET EJQQ,PSTES J[DPSQJV TK D KWDPJG VWWXHWXWJ DWJ GJTKKWJ\ CMDXHJW.V CDgtJrGury TDeJs. NS EMNHM 
	AV EJQQ DV HTPSWJVVNTS+ TMJ Fehrbst 's DDuJMtJr DSG ChgsbGJrbgJ MDrrbDJJ VMDWJ WMJ WJHMSNVXJ HDQQJG GTTPJSGNSJ- TMNV VWWXHWXWDQ GJDNHJ NV JPSQT\JG WT KWDPJ WMJ VWTW\ VT WMDW "WMJ JSG TKWMJ ETWP PDWHMJV WMJ GJJNSSNSJ" .RDNSJW 163(- TET EJQQ,PSTES J[DPSQJV TK D KWDPJG VWWXHWXWJ DWJ GJTKKWJ\ CMDXHJW.V CDgtJrGury TDeJs. NS EMNHM 
	SNQJWNPV GJJNS WMJNW MTXWSJ\ WT DNVNW TMTPDV BJHPJW.V VMWNSJ DW CDSWJWGXW\ CDWMJGWDQ KWTP DS NSS NS STXWMEDWP+ DSG SQDS WT WJWXWS WMJWJ+ DSG GNTDDSSN BTHHDHHNT.V DJHDfJrhg. NS EMNHM VJDJS STGQJETPJS DSG WMWJJ STGQJPJS QJDDJ FQTWJSHJ KTW D WJVSNWJ KWTP WMJ BQDHP PQDJXJ KTW WJS GD\V NS D DNQQD TXWVNGJ WMJ HNW\ EDQQV- TMJ PDNS SDWW TK ChgsbGJrbgJ MDrrbDJJ GJJNSV ENWM WMJ SDWWDWTW JTNSJ WT GJG+ Q\NSJ DEDPJ HTSVNGJWNSJ EMDW VMJ PSTEV TKWMJ PDWWNDJJV NS MJW PDWJWSDQ QNSJ NS DS DWWJPSW WT JDVJ MJW KJDWV KTW MJW GD

	TMJ XVJ TK GNDQTJ NS D HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW NV DSTWMJW GNKKJWJSHJ KWTP D WWDGNWNTSDQ DXWTGNTJWDSM\- A HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW GTJV STW JVHMJE GNDQTJ VNPSQ\ GJHDXVJ D HTSDJWVDWNTS HDSSTW GJ WJPJPGJWJG NS J[DHW GJWDNQ- WMDW NV NPSTWWDSW NV WMDW WMJ JNVW TKWMJ HTSDJWVDWNTS NV WWXJ WT WMJ VSNWNW TK WMJ VWTW\- IS WMJ KTQQTENSJ J[DPSQJ+ GNDQTJ NV XVJG+ STW VNPSQ\ WT NPSDWW NSKTWPDWNTS+ GXW WT VMTE HMDWDHWJW DSG PTTG- 
	"MTWS+ MTE GT \TX PSTE DDG.V GJDG?" JDHVXNJ DVPJG- 
	"I MXVW PSTE-" 
	"DNG \TX MDDJ D GWJDP?" 
	"No." 
	"DNG MNV VSNWNW HTPJ WT WJQQ \TX?" 
	"NT+ JDHVXNJ- I GNGSW MDDJ D GWJDP+ I GNGSW VJJ MNV VSNWNW- I MXVW PSTE-" 
	A HTSDJWVDWNTS TKWMNV W\SJ ENQQ PTVW QNPJQ\ STW GJ WJPJPGJWJG NS NWV JSWNWJW\: NW NV SWTGDGQ\ TSQ\ D KJE SMWDVJV DSG WMJ JNVW TK NW WMDW ENQQ WJPDNS NS TSJ.V PJPTW\- CWJDWNDJ 
	A HTSDJWVDWNTS TKWMNV W\SJ ENQQ PTVW QNPJQ\ STW GJ WJPJPGJWJG NS NWV JSWNWJW\: NW NV SWTGDGQ\ TSQ\ D KJE SMWDVJV DSG WMJ JNVW TK NW WMDW ENQQ WJPDNS NS TSJ.V PJPTW\- CWJDWNDJ 
	STSKNHWNTS DQQTEV WMJ SDWWDWTW WT WJHWJDWJ WMJ WWXWM TKWMDW HTSDJWVDWNTS ENWMTXW GJNSJ MJQG WT WMJ DGVTQXWJ VWDSGDWG TKD DJWGDWNP J[HMDSJJ- 

	IS WMJ HWJDWNDJ STSKNHWNTS PJPTNW+ HWDKWNSJ JQJPJSWV DWJ DSSQNJG WT WMJ WJQQNSJ TK WMJ KDHWV TKEMDW TSJ WJPJPGJWV- MJPTW\ NV SJWVTSDQ- OSJ SJWVTS.V WWXWM PD\ STW GJ DSTWMJW SJWVTS.V WWXWM- FWDSP BWXSN+ NS MNV DWWNHQJ "MJPTNWV DSG MJPTW\+" JNDJV D STVVNGQJ WJDVTS EM\ WET SJTSQJ.V WJDQNW\ NS WMJ VDPJ WNPJ DSG SQDHJ PD\ GNKKJW9 "WJ GNGS.W MDDJ EDWWNSJ GJWDNQV TKWMJ VDPJ JDJSWV+ STW GNG EJ MDDJ EDWWNSJ DVVJVVPJSWV TK WMJNW NPSTWW- .fI DSG D KWNJSG TW KDPNQ\ PJPGJW MDG MJQG TSWT WMJ VDPJ NSHNGJSW+ EJ DJWJJG KTW 
	BNGQNTJWDSM\ .
	ASJJQTX+ MD\D- I Kghw WMy tMJ CDJJG BbrG SbgJs. NJE YTWP9 BDSWDP BTTPV+ 086/- 
	BTHDHHNT+ GNTDDSSN- TMJ DJHDfJrhg: A NJw TrDgseDtbhg: 21 NhvJeeJ. ChgtJfihrDry RJDHtbhgs. MhGJrg CrbtbHbsf. EGV-MDWP MXVD DSG PJWJW BTSGDSJQQD- 0VW JG-NJEYTWP9 NTWWTS+ 0866- 
	BWXSN+ FWDSP- "MJPTNWV DSG MJPTW\-" TMJ HuKKbgJthg Phst. 06 AXJXVW 1/0/ ;MWWS9..EEE-MXKKNSJWTSSTVW- HTWS.KWDSP,GWXSN.PJPTNWV,DSG, PJPTW\ D G D 177373 -MWPQ= 
	CMDXHJW+ GJTKKWJ\- TMJ RbvJrsbGJ CMDuHJr. EG- LDWW\ D- BJSVTS- 3rd JG- O[KTWG9 O[KTWG UP+ 1//7- CWTEGJW+ AVMG\ BQDSG- "PTJ.V CWNWNHNVP TKWTPJS WWNWJWV-" UgbvJrsbty hKMbssbssbiib StuGbJs bg EgJebsM. VTQ- 2 .0871(9 0/1,08- FWJGJWNHP+ JTMS T- HDEWMTWSJ.V SHWNGGQNSJ WTPJS- TMJ NJw EgJeDgG QuDrtJrey. VTQ- 37-1 .JXSJ 0864(9 120,3/- GNQGJWW+ SDSGWD M- DSG SXVDS GXGDW- TMJ Nhrthg AgtMhehJy hKLbtJrDturJ Gy WhfJg: TMJ TrDGbtbhg bg EgJebsM. NJE YTWP9 NTWWTS+ 0874- GTQGGJWJ+ NDWDQNJ- OeG FrbJgG Krhf FDr AwDy: TMJ PrDHt
	GXWPNSG+ LJJ+ JG- Ig FDHt: TMJ BJst hKCrJDtbvJ NhgKbHtbhg. NJE YTWP9 NTWWTS+ 1//4- 
	HDPSQ+ PDWWNHND- TMJ Fehrbst 's DDuJMtJr. BTVWTS9 MDWNSJW+ 1//6- 
	KDWW+ MDW\- TMJ LbDr 's CeuG: A MJfhbr. NJE YTWP9 PJSJXNS+ 0885- 
	KNSJVWTS+ MD[NSJ HTSJ- TMJ WhfDg WDrrbhr: MJfhbrs hKD GbreMhhG AfhgJ GMhsts. 
	NJE YTWP9 VNSWDJJ ISWJWSDWNTSDQ+ 0878- MNQJV+ RTVDQNSG- TMJ FJfDeJ Fhrf. NJE YTWP9 RTXWQJGJJ & KJJDS PDXQ+ 0876- MXWKNS+ RTVV C-"WMDW NV GJSGJW CWNWNHNVP?" IS NDSH\ A-WDQPJW+ JG-+ KDWJ CMTSNS9 
	TMJ AwDdJgbgJ: ChfieJtJ AutMhrbtDtbvJ TJxt wbtM BbhJrDiMbHDe DgG HbsthrbHDe 
	ChgtJxts. CrbtbHDe Hbsthry DgG EssDys Krhf ChgtJfihrDry CrbtbHDe PJrsiJHtbvJs. 
	d NTWWNV+ KDWMQJJS- TMJ CehbstJr WDed. NJE YTWP9 RNDJWMJDG+ 0885- 
	1
	11
	JG- BTVWTS9 BJGKTWG.SW- MDWWNS.V+ 1///9 112,22- 

	PJWQ+ STSGWD DSG MNPN SHMEDWWb- WrbtbgJ TruJ: TMJ Art DgG CrDKt hKCrJDtbvJ Nhg. FbHtbhg. BTVWTS9 HTXJMWTS MNKKQNS+ 1//5- RDNSJW+ TWNVWNSJ- Yhur LbKJ Ds Sthry. NJE YTWP9 JJWJP\ P TDWHMJW.PXWSDP+ D PJPGJW TK PJSJXNS PXWSDP+ 0887- SMTEDQWJW+ EQDNSJ- A Jury hKHJr PJJrs. AfJrbHDg WhfJg WrbtJrs Krhf AggJ BrDGstrJJt th AggbJ Prhuex. NJE YTWP9 AQKWJG A-KSTSK+ 1//8- SMTEDQWJW+ EQDNSJ+ JG- TMJ NJw FJfbgbst CrbtbHbsf: EssDys hg WhfJg. LbtJrDturJ. DgG TMJhry. NJE YTWP9 PDSWMJTS+ 0874- UQWNHM+ LDXWJQ TMDWHMJW- A MbGwbKJ
	DbDry. 1.85.1812. NJE YTWP9 VNSWDJJ+ 088/- 
	WDQGJWW+ KDWJ- A SMhrt Hbsthry hKWhfJg. NJE YTWP9 SHWNGSJW+ 1//8- 
	WTTQK+ VNWJNSND- A Rhhf hKOgJ 's Owg. NJE YTWP9 HDWHTXWW+ BWDHJ & CTPSDS\+ 0818- 

	Concerning Marriage 
	Concerning Marriage 
	I GWXVMJG P\ WJJWM DSG KJQQ NSWT GJG- 
	EDJW\WMNSJ EDV VJW KTW SMJQQJ\.V EJGGNSJ- SMJ MDG GTSJ PTVW TKWMJ SQDSSNSJ DSG PDGJ WMJ KNSDQ GJHNVNTSV+ GXW DV WMJ PTWMJW TKWMJ GWNGJ I MDG SQD\JG D QDWJJ SDWW NS PDSDJNSJ WMJ JXJVW QNVWV DSG NSDNWDWNTSV+ PDPNSJ HDQQV DSG DNVNWV WT KQTWNVWV DSG HDWJWJWV+ DSG PDPNSJ VXWJ DQQ WMJ QDVW PNSXWJ GJWDNQV EJWJ HTPSQJWJ- 
	TMJ WJMJDWVDQ GNSSJW MDG GJJS WJQDWNDJQ\ VWWJVV KWJJ J[HJSW KTW WMJ VSJJHM G\ WMJ KDWMJW TKWMJ JWTTP NS EMNHM MJ DSSTXSHJG WMDW MJ DSG MNV "QTDJQ\ GWNGJ" MDG GJJS PDWWNJG KTW WEJSW\,JNJMW \JDWV+ JDDJ DGDNHJ WT WMJ VTTS,WT,GJ SJEQ\EJGV GDVJG TS WMDW QTSJ+ VXHHJVVKXQ WJHTWG+ DSG ENVMJG WMJP D VNPNQDW J[SJWNJSHJ- HNV VEDJJJWNSJ 
	• .
	HTPPJSWV DGTXW MTE MJ DSG MNV ENKJ MDG "GTSJ NW WNJMW" EMJS VT PDS\ SJTSQJ "NS WMNV GD\ DSG DJJ" MDG KDNQJG MDG PJ WMNSPNSJ DGTXW EMJWMJW I HTXQG DHHNGJSWDQQ\ KQNS P\ KTWP NS MNV GNWJHWNTS DSG SJWMDSV QTGJJ D WNSJ TW WET NS MNV J\J- I+ WTT+ ENVMJG SMJQQJ\ DSG MNHMDJQ D MDSS\ PDWWNDJJ+ GXW P\ J[SJWNJSHJ ENWM WMJ PDWNWDQ VWDWJ EDV STW VXHHJVVKXQ- I EDV GNDTWHJG KNDJ \JDWV DJT DKWJW D WEJSW\,WMWJJ \JDW PDWWNDJJ+ DSG STWMNSJ VMTWW TK D HWTVV GJWEJJS NNHTQDV CDJJ DSG RXVVJQQ CWTEJ+ TW DS JGNHW KWTP WMJ PTSJ+ ETX
	AM+ EJQQ- TMJ\ TWMJWENVJ VJJPJG QNPJ JTTG SJTSQJ+ DSG WMJ\ ETXQG GJ TS D SQDSJ MJDGJG GDHP MTPJ NS WMWJJ GD\V- 
	"NTE+ WMDW.V STW D HMDWNWDGQJ WMTXJMW!" I WTQG P\VJQK- 
	I DGPNWWJG WT P\VJQK WMDW I EDV ETWWNJG- 
	TTPTWWTE SMJQQJ\ DSG MNHMDJQ ETXQG PDWW\- I GNGS.W MDDJ DS\WMNSJ DJDNSVW MNP- HJ EDV VEJJW DSG QTDNSJ WT SMJQQJ\ DSG WJVSJHWKXQ WT PJ- HJ GNGS.W GWNSP WT J[HJVV+ TW 
	VSJSG WTT PXHM PTSJ\+ TW GWNSJ D QTSJ MNVWTW\ TK JNWQKWNJSGV- HJ VJJPJG WT MDDJ D 
	MJDQWM\ VJQK,WJVSJHW ENWMTXW DS JJT WMDW ETXQG WJVXNWJ HTSVWDSW GTTVWNSJ- HJ JDJS PDGJ 
	DS JKKTWW WT QNPJ TXW GTJV- HNV PTWMJW EDV DQQJWJNH WT GTJV+ VT MJ MDG SJDJW MDG WMJP 
	JWTENSJ XS DSG EDVS.W HTPKTWWDGQJ DWTXSG WMJP+ GXW STE MJ EDV GWXVMNSJ WMJP DSG 
	WDPNSJ WMJP KTW EDQPV- 
	M\ KJDWV EJWJ STW DGTXW MNP NS SDWWNHXQDW+ GXW DGTXW WMJ NSVWNWXWNTS TK PDWWNDJJ- I EDVS W VXWJ WMDW DS\ PDWWNDJJ+ MTEJDJW MJDQWM\ NW VJJPJG NS WMJ GJJNSSNSJ+ HTXQG GWNSJ WET SJTSQJ QDVWNSJ MDSSNSJVV- 
	;= 
	SMJQQJ\ DSG MNHMDJQ PJW WJS PTSWMV DJT- SMJQQJ\ MDG JTSJ TXW ENWM VTPJ TWMJW SJTSQJ NS WMJ NTWWJ DDPJ PM\VNHV GJSDWWPJSW WT D KWNJSG.V MTXVJ KTW D "JDPJ EDWHM" SDWW\- NTWWJ DDPJ EDV DED\ DW MNHMNJDS SWDWJ+ DSG WMJ WNDDQW\ EDV KNJWHJ- AV WMJVJ WMNSJV XVXDQQ\ QDVWJG NSWT WMJ EJJ MTXWV TK WMJ PTWSNSJ+ I GNGS.W EDNW XS KTW MJW+ GXW VMJ VWTSSJG WT VJJ PJ GJKTWJ VMJ EJSW WT GJG- 
	"MTP ---PTP+ EDPJ XS-" I KJQW D JJSWQJ VMDPJ TS P\ DWP DSG TSJSJG P\ J\JV WT VJJ SMJQQJ\ VNWWNSJ TS WMJ JGJJ TKP\ GJG- 
	"WMDW? WMDW NV NW?" I WXWSJG TS WMJ GJGVNGJ QDPS- TMJ WJG SXPGJWV TS WMJ GNJNWDQ HQTHP WJDG 1916- M\ GWDNS KNQQJG NS WMJ "D-P-" 
	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
	I VDW XS DSG QNVWJSJG DV VMJ WJSJDWJG WMJNW HTSDJWVDWNTS- 
	."E[HXVJ PJ?. 
	TMDW.V VWXSNG- WM\ ETXQG \TX JNDJ \TXW HMNQGWJS WET QDVW SDPJV? IW.V QNPJ \TX HTXQGS.W PDPJ XS \TXW PNSG EMDW WT HDQQ WMJP- TMJ KDWMJW MDV TSJ SDPJ+ WMJ PTWMJW MDV DSTWMJW SDPJ+ DSG WMJ HMNQGWJS MDDJ GTWM SDPJV- WM\ STW MXVW HMTTVJ TSJ SDPJ+ DSG JNDJ WMJ PNGV WMDW SDPJ?. 
	.WJQQ+ MTE DGTXW I JNDJ WMJ PNGV P\ QDVW SDPJ+ DSG P\ MXVGDSG HDS HMDSJJ MNV SDPJ WT P\ SDPJ+ WTT- TMDW ED\ EJ DQQ MDDJ WMJ VDPJ SDPJ
	-

	.TMDW ETXQG ETWP-. 
	NT PDS NV JTNSJ WT HMDSJJ MNV QDVW SDPJ WT MNV ENKJ.V!. 
	WM\ STW? 
	.WTXQG \TX HMDSJJ \TXW QDVW SDPJ WT \TXW ENKJ.V QDVW SDPJ?.
	WJQQ+ I HDS.W- I MDDJ SDSJWV SXGQNVMJG NS P\ SDPJ+ DSG NW ETXQG GJ HTSKXVNSJ NKQ HMDSJJG P\ SDPJ-. 
	WJQQ+ I HDS.W- I MDDJ SDSJWV SXGQNVMJG NS P\ SDPJ+ DSG NW ETXQG GJ HTSKXVNSJ NKQ HMDSJJG P\ SDPJ-. 
	I WMNSP \TX MXVW PDGJ P\ STNSW! 

	I GTS.W VJJ MTE- JXVW GJHDXVJ I HDS.W HMDSJJ P\ SDPJ ---
	WJQQ+ I.P STW HMDSJNSJ P\ SDPJ JNWMJW- IW V WMJ SDPJ I.P PSTES G\ SWTKJVVNTSDQQ\+ WTT- ST EM\ VMTXQGS W WMJ ETPDS PJJS MJW SDPJ+ WMJ PDS PJJS MNV SDPJ+ DSG WMJ HMNQGWJS MDDJ GTWM SDPJV M\SMJSDWJG?. 
	BJHDXVJ NW.V GNDNVNDJ NS WMJ KDPNQ\ KTW JDJW\TSJ WT MDDJ GNKKJWJSW QDVW SDPJV
	-

	TMDW.V MXVW DS J[HXVJ WT NSVNVW TS WMJ ETPDS HMDSJNSJ MJW SDPJ WT WMJ PDS.V- I WMNSP \TX WJ D HMDXDNSNVWNH DVVYTX.WJ MXVW VD\NSJ WMDW GJHDXVJ P\ TSNSNTS NV GNKKJWJSW KWTP \TXWV-. NT+ I.P VD\NSJ WMDW GJHDXVJ NW.V WWXJ-" 
	-

	I EDV VWNQQ MDQK DVQJJS+ DSG MDDNSJ D MDWG WNPJ KNJXWNSJ TXW EM\ PJJWNSJ D HMDXDNSNVWNH DVV EDV NPS/00DSW-I MDG PJW D SXPGJW TK WMJP NS P\ QNKJ DSG HTSVNGJWJG JDHM TSJ WTWDQQ\ XSNPSTWWDSW+ GXW SMJQQJ\ EDV VPNQNSJ DV VMJ WJHTXSWJG WMJNW HTSDJWVDWNTS+ DSG VMJ VDW ENWM WMJ DNW TK TSJ JSHMDSWJG- 
	"HTE GNG WMJ KTTWGDQQ JDPJ JT?" I DVPJG- 
	"OM+ NW EDV DPDbNSJ! WJ EJWJ VN[WJJS STNSWV GTES MJDGNSJ NSWT WMJ KTXWWM VXDWWJW+ GXW WMJS BWDG\ QXNSS WMWJE WET WTXHMGTES SDVVJV- WJ ETS 3/,26! .t EDV JWJDW! WJ \JQQJG DSG HXWVJG DSG HMJJWJG DSG MDG D WJDQQ\ JWJDW WNPJ- I DVPJG TTS\ DGTXW MNHMDJQ- TMJ\ WJ NS WMJ VDPJ GJSDWWPJSW DSG MDDJ PSTES JDHM TWMJW KTW PTWJ WMDS WET \JDWV- TTS\ VDNG MNHMDJQ.V STW WJDQQ\ D HMDXDNSNVWNH DVV+ MXVW VTHNDQQ\ HMDQQJSJJG- HJ VD\V EMDW MJ WMNSPV- HJ V DS TSJS GTTP- NT JDPJV- TMDW V D GWJDWM TK KWJVM DNW- ST EMJS MNHMDJQ EDQPJ
	"IS P\ GD\ NW EDV D SMTSJ SXPGJW-" 
	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
	TMNSJV GJDJQTSJG SWJWW\ VXNHPQ\ DKWJW WMDW- TMJ\ EJSW KTW EDQPV DSG WDQPJG DGTXW WMNSJV WMDW EJWJ NPSTWWDSW WT WMJP- AKWJW D KJE GD\V+ MNHMDJQ DVPJG SMJQQJ\ STNSW GQDSP+ "WMJWJ GT \TX EDSW WMNV WJQDWNTSVMNS WT JT?" JXVW DV GNWJHWQ\ VMJ DSVEJWJG MNP+ "I.P QTTPNSJ KTW PDWWNDJJ DSG HMNQGWJS-" 
	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
	me to be as thorough an examination of each other as any matchmaker whose fee and reputation depended upon a successful match could be- One evening+ as we all sat in the living room watching reruns on TV+ Michael asked Shelley+ "So+ what kind of ring do you want?" 
	"Well+" she replied+ "have you looked at Helzberg.s?" 
	"No- I haven.t looked anywhere-" 
	"Why don.t we go take a look?" 
	"Good-I.m glad you have a ring picked out- Then you can just wear the ring+ and I won.t have to propose-" 
	"Oh+ yes+ you will- I expect you to get down on one knee and ask me to marry you-" "Then you won.t get the ring tonight-" 
	"That.s OK-" 
	"Do I really have to do this?" 
	"<es+ you do-" 
	"Are you going to say+ yes.?" 
	"What do you think?" 
	"Oh+ no! I.ve seen movies where the guy gets down on one knee+ asks the woman to marry him+ and she doesn.t say anything- She just blushes and makes all these 
	oooooh.sounds and then says no-".
	Shelley laughed+ "I wouldn.t do that to you-" 
	"What if you change your mind between the time we buy the ring and the time I ask you to marry me?" 
	"I won.t-" 
	"But what if you do? Ifl.m going to get down on one knee and ask you to marry me+ you have to promise me that you.ll give me an answer right away- Say yes.or no.right away- Don.t leave me hanging while you go into indefinable raptures- Promise me-" 
	"I promise-" 
	I laughed at them setting up their engagement as carefully as any stage director who demanded that actors stand in a certain spot+ move a certain way+ and say a certain thing- But underneath their banter I could tell that they were in earnest- They both wanted the moment to be right+ one they would remember in the years to come-Michael was asking Shelley if he could trust her to play her part in something very important to him+ and she was assuring him that he could- Shelley let him know where to find the r
	Less than a week later+ I came home from work to find Shelley flashing a Helzberg Radiant Star Round Cut half carat center diamond with two round eighth carat diamonds on each side set in yellow gold- She and Michael were both grinning ear to ear+ so I assumed the engagement moment went as planned-
	As practicing Catholics+ Shelley and Michael signed up for the Catholic Church.s premarital counseling sessions- I thought this was serious conservative overkill+ but when I overheard them earnestly discussing practical as well as philosophical questions after their weekly meetings+ I figured it couldn.t hurt for each to know where the other 
	As practicing Catholics+ Shelley and Michael signed up for the Catholic Church.s premarital counseling sessions- I thought this was serious conservative overkill+ but when I overheard them earnestly discussing practical as well as philosophical questions after their weekly meetings+ I figured it couldn.t hurt for each to know where the other 
	stood- They seemed to disagree as often as not+ and raised their voices with emotion+ but 

	they were always able to either come to an agreement or accept the difference- 
	<ou would think by the amount of preparation they had done to insure that they were right for each other+ that I would sleep soundly- But fear doesn.t respond to reason-The scars I carried from my own marriage demanded that I search for a sign that Shelley would be happy in her marriage before I could let her go with a heartfelt blessing- + My head knew there were no guarantees+ but my heart insisted I look for one- 
	<> 
	I married Joe because we had fun together- We partied with friends every minute we weren.t at work and enjoyed the feeling of freedom we got from riding around the countryside on his Honda 750 motorcycle- I just assumed that we would continue to have fun together- I didn.t consider the future until the future appeared- Shelley.s birth jerked me out of my "live for the day" mentality and had me caring about my responsibilities for perhaps the first time in my life- Not so my husband- He continued to party an
	I was a child of divorce+ and missed my father terribly- I thought that even a negligent father was better than none at all+ and I determined to make our marriage work- We had a traditional marriage; he brought home the paycheck and I took care of the household and our daughter- What had begun as an exciting romance became a constant 
	I was a child of divorce+ and missed my father terribly- I thought that even a negligent father was better than none at all+ and I determined to make our marriage work- We had a traditional marriage; he brought home the paycheck and I took care of the household and our daughter- What had begun as an exciting romance became a constant 
	battle ofwho was going to get his or her way this time- He spent money as fast as he could get his hands on it while I was frugal and wanted to save for a rainy day- While we both expected the wife to take the major role in raising the children and maintaining the household+ he also expected me to work at a full,time job outside ofthe home- He constantly made remarks about how much he was suffering for lack ofmaterial goods and his inability to spend money freely on vacations and in restaurants because I wa

	When Shelley went off to college I found myself at a loss- She had been the center of my world for so many years that I couldn.t face an empty house day after day+ and I expressed my determination to attend a local college- My self,proclaimed "common man" or "blue collar" husband declared that no wife of his was going to get a college degree- It didn.t take a college degree to take care of him and the house- Ifa high school diploma was good enough for him+ it was good enough for his wife- He 
	When Shelley went off to college I found myself at a loss- She had been the center of my world for so many years that I couldn.t face an empty house day after day+ and I expressed my determination to attend a local college- My self,proclaimed "common man" or "blue collar" husband declared that no wife of his was going to get a college degree- It didn.t take a college degree to take care of him and the house- Ifa high school diploma was good enough for him+ it was good enough for his wife- He 
	suggested I get a job at Bob.s Fish House down the road- He would be happy to have the extra income if I were to "work for the first time" in my life- 

	We did not divorce amicably- I discovered a bill on a Mastercard I didn.t know we had with a balance of over $9+000- I knew a judge would consider the charges a shared marital debt for which I would have to pay half+ so I cleaned out our joint savings account and started an account in my own name- I continued to handle the household bills until I moved out by promptly shredding all invoices upon receipt without payment- He drew up and presented to me a document stating that I gave up all claim to his milita
	We had only been living separately for a month when I got a call from an FBI agent asking about Joe- I learned that he had been meeting weekly for several years with a paramilitary group in the woods north of Sommerville- I thought Thursdays were Joe s bowling night- He had amassed an arsenal of at least fourteen handguns and twelve rifles- The agent said he had made threats in an online chat room against then first lady Hilary Clinton+ and the FBI wondered if I thought he could be a serious threat- 
	I wasn.t sure I knew the answer to that- I had been married to Joe for 23 years+ but hearing the things Agent Fontaine told me+ I thought I didn.t really know him- Several months earlier+ during our fights about my going to college+ I suggested to him that we go to see a marriage counselor- He laughed+ "There.s nothing wrong with me." So+ I went by myself- I told the counselors about our arguments+ about my actions and his in situations that had caused strife- Two separate psychologists told me to get a div
	Suddenly+ I realized that I did know the answer- Joe was mostly a lot of hot air and he was also without scruple but he had a very healthy respect for his own safety and comfort- Jail is not someplace he wanted to see himself- 
	I told the FBI agent that "He.s a threat to Hilary Clinton only in so far as he thinks he can get away with it-" 
	A South Carolina judge agreed that ours was a clear case of "irreconcilable differences" and granted us a divorce- The "common man" found a woman content to live her life taking care ofhis wants and needs and is now living with her somewhere in the swamps of Florida- Shelley and I moved in the other direction+ to Indiana where she is pursuing her Ph-D- in Astrophysics and I am pursuing my Master.s in English-
	Joe and I had a great time as two separate people just hanging out but we were a terrible couple- We entered into marriage with no idea of what either ofus expected of the other and no idea ofhow each imagined the future would unfold- We found that we 
	Joe and I had a great time as two separate people just hanging out but we were a terrible couple- We entered into marriage with no idea of what either ofus expected of the other and no idea ofhow each imagined the future would unfold- We found that we 
	did not share the same values or goals and the passage of time just made a bad choice 

	worse-
	As a young woman in the 1970.s+ I had just assumed that I would marry and have children-It seemed the natural course of events- I never considered my or my partner.s "fitness" for marriage- Everyone got married; why shouldn.t we? Of course+ I knew that people got divorced+ too+ but it didn.t seem like something I had any control over- +My parents had divorced after eighteen years of marriage-Ifeighteen years of being together wasn.t enough to guarantee a lasting marriage+ nothing would- I don.t think I plan
	I.m not sure that+ at the age of nineteen+ I would have taken premarital counseling seriously- I think I would have viewed it as an invasion of my privacy and a questioning of my ability to make my own decisions- Ifwe had undergone premarital counseling and I had discovered that he expected me to keep a full,time job+ as well as take care of the house and children+ I don.t think I would have married him- I didn.t see any way of being a wife and mother and be a career woman at the same time- I expected to fu
	I.m not sure that+ at the age of nineteen+ I would have taken premarital counseling seriously- I think I would have viewed it as an invasion of my privacy and a questioning of my ability to make my own decisions- Ifwe had undergone premarital counseling and I had discovered that he expected me to keep a full,time job+ as well as take care of the house and children+ I don.t think I would have married him- I didn.t see any way of being a wife and mother and be a career woman at the same time- I expected to fu
	marriage again+ I would insist on premarital counseling and long discussions with my intended about our expectations of each other in the marriage- It might not guarantee that there wouldn.t be another divorce+ but at least we.d start out knowing what each of us thought about issues that would arise in the marriage+ and we would have considered whether or not we thought we could live with any differences- Shelley and Michael had that advantage- They had talked about their roles+ goals+ expectations and beli

	<> 
	My low expectations of marriage may have stemmed from my parents. experience- They met as students at the University of Chicago- They came from very different backgrounds- Mom.s family had come to Illinois from Prince Edward Island by way ofR~vere+ Massachusetts- They were English and Irish+ well schooled in the expectations of society and able to maneuver within it- Mom was secure in her view of herself and her place- Dad was a first generation German,American who carried the scars ofridicule when+ as a ki
	In spite oftheir different upbringings+ they enjoyed spending time with each other- They went for walks and talked for hours in the coffee shop- He was funny+ insightful and seemed so confident about who he was and what he wanted from life- He found Mom charming and sophisticated- They thought they could build a life together- It was the romantic 1950.s+ the decade when Grace Kelly became a real life princess when she married her Prince Charming+ Prince Ranier ofMonaco-
	Mom pursued a Bachelor.s degree in Home Economics- Like many young women in the United States in the 1950.s+ she planned to marry and stay at home to run the household and raise the children while her husband brought home a paycheck- Dad attended college on a merit scholarship+ but without a clear career direction- When his scholarship ended and his money ran out he joined the Army+ planning to return to school on the GI bill after his service was up- The Korean War had begun in earnest- After a few months 
	As a foot soldier patrolling the perimeter in the front lines+ Dad was face to face with Chinese soldiers doing the same thing on the other side of the line- Whenever he went out on patrol he never knew whether he would be coming back- On one patrol he was about six feet away from a buddy whose face was shot off by a Chinese rifleman- It was customary in the Army in Korea at that time to rise in rank by filling the position of a superior who had been killed- Dad s rank jumped up seven steps in that one year
	When Dad returned to the United States after his tour in Korea+ Mom put her plans for their wedding in motion- She sent out wedding invitations+ booked the church+ ordered the flowers and had her dress fitted- Dad postponed the wedding three times because+ he said+ his false teeth didn t fit properly- They had to be redone and he refused 
	When Dad returned to the United States after his tour in Korea+ Mom put her plans for their wedding in motion- She sent out wedding invitations+ booked the church+ ordered the flowers and had her dress fitted- Dad postponed the wedding three times because+ he said+ his false teeth didn t fit properly- They had to be redone and he refused 
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	to get married without teeth- Mom asked him point blank if he was sure he wanted to 
	marry her- He protested ardently that he did- 
	Mom wanted to settle down and raise a family- She offered to work while Dad finished his degree on the GI bill but he said he didn.t want his wife to work- He wanted to stay in the military+ at least for another three year tour- 
	When his tour in Germany was up+ he signed up for another three years- 
	After a military career that spanned twenty years+ Dad.s final post was to a small office in North Carolina- My mother+ brother and I went to live in their dream retirement home in Florida- Six months before he was to retire+ he asked my mother for a divorce- 
	It seemed to me that Mom and Dad had been at odds their whole married life- She wanted to settle down; he wanted to see the world- She wanted to raise a family; children didn.t fit his lifestyle- She wanted to spend their extra money to buy living room furniture; he wanted to take flying lessons- Before he left the university and went off to Korea+ Dad gave Mom the impression that he wanted the same things in life that she did- After his combat tour+ he dragged his feet about pursuing the life they had talk
	After they were divorced+ Dad married his secretary+ for love+ he said- She needed him- But his second marriage did not bring him the happiness he was searching for- The "other woman" turned out to be a manic depressive who put him through an emotional roller coaster- He tried to leave her three times and each time she tried to commit suicide by slashing her wrists- Then she would call him on the phone to tell him what she had done and to say "good,bye+" giving him enough time to call an ambulance 
	After they were divorced+ Dad married his secretary+ for love+ he said- She needed him- But his second marriage did not bring him the happiness he was searching for- The "other woman" turned out to be a manic depressive who put him through an emotional roller coaster- He tried to leave her three times and each time she tried to commit suicide by slashing her wrists- Then she would call him on the phone to tell him what she had done and to say "good,bye+" giving him enough time to call an ambulance 
	and rush to her side- After her third suicide attempt+ he made up his mind that he would stay with her "until death do us part-" In the next few years he had a heart attack and developed cancer twice- The second time the cancer was fatal- Before he died+ he wrestled his pride down and mentioned to me that he "might have made a mistake" in divorcing Mom- I was furious that he had made such a life,changing decision for something that he hadn.t made damn sure wasn.t a mistake- Since the time my parents were di

	I also knew that he had chafed at being married- He craved more excitement and adventure than he felt he was getting as a married man with children- I wonder if he had ever recovered from the shock ofcoming face to face with his own mortality in Korea- Is that why he couldn.t let himself be lulled into the sense of security and feelings of immortality that a family can give? Is that why when he remarried+ he married an unstable woman? I didn t believe his marriage to my mother had been a mistake and in the 
	Mom married a colleague at the insurance agency at which she worked- She didn t love him but she said that we needed a father figure-She was the only one who saw him that way; neither my brother nor I ever accepted him as our new father- The 
	Mom married a colleague at the insurance agency at which she worked- She didn t love him but she said that we needed a father figure-She was the only one who saw him that way; neither my brother nor I ever accepted him as our new father- The 
	next year when mom joined a prestigious firm with a substantial raise in salary+ her new 

	husband quit work and brought his twelve,year,old drug,addicted son to live with us- 
	Less than a year later+ he still had no job and she demanded a divorce- He left+ but not 
	before he had gathered all the clothes that he had bought her since they met and set them 
	on fire in the kitchen sink- 
	It seemed that neither marrying for love nor for a father figure for your children is a good idea- 
	As a preteen+ I had asked Mom how she knew Dad was the right one for her- She said she just knew- After they were divorced+ I mentioned that I guessed he wasn t the right one for her- 
	"Oh+ no+ he was the right one-" 
	"How can you say that? <ou re divorced-" 
	"<es-" 
	"Then how was he the right one?" 
	She looked at me and gently said+ "Sometimes things don t work out the way you planned-" 
	I thought then that it was the saddest+ most tragically romantic thing I had ever heard- I think now that if you want things to work out the way you plan+ you.d better make sure the person you are making those plans with is on the same page you are- 
	As a child+ I learned from my parents what marriage was- I learned that the man had a career while the woman s career was caring for her family- I learned that it wasn.t unusual for the man to be gone from the family most of the time- We seldom spent more than an hour or two in a day with my dad+ usually at dinner and an hour or so afterwards- 
	As a child+ I learned from my parents what marriage was- I learned that the man had a career while the woman s career was caring for her family- I learned that it wasn.t unusual for the man to be gone from the family most of the time- We seldom spent more than an hour or two in a day with my dad+ usually at dinner and an hour or so afterwards- 
	He was taking college classes at night+ which also meant he spent a good deal oftime alone studying- He rarely took part in child care and never did any housework- I carried these expectations into my own marriage- They hadn.t brought me or my parents.happiness and I wanted to make sure that Shelley didn.t learn them from me- She was working on a graduate degree and planned to work in her field even after marriage and children- She would not find herself without a means oftaking care ofherself or her childr

	<> 
	My maternal grandmother+ Ruth+ and her husband+ Tom+ were on the same page- Their romance was beautiful but also tragic and sad- Mom always said that I was very much like Ruth+ but where my marriage had failed+ hers had succeeded- 
	Grandma Ruth had studied piano since the age of four- In her teen years+ she had trained with teachers who felt she could be a successful concert pianist but when the time came for her to continue her studies in New <ork City+ her parents balked- They told her that New <ork City was a dangerous place for a woman alone- What they really wanted for her was to find a good husband to take care of her- She wanted that+ too+ but she also wanted to continue her music studies- In America in the 1920 s prejudice aga
	Grandma Ruth had studied piano since the age of four- In her teen years+ she had trained with teachers who felt she could be a successful concert pianist but when the time came for her to continue her studies in New <ork City+ her parents balked- They told her that New <ork City was a dangerous place for a woman alone- What they really wanted for her was to find a good husband to take care of her- She wanted that+ too+ but she also wanted to continue her music studies- In America in the 1920 s prejudice aga
	a concert pianist or continue playing and enjoying music on her own and look for a 

	suitable husband- She chose the latter- 
	Ruth and Tom met in a Red Cross comfort station in 1922- Most of the time+ she played the piano while the other girls danced+ but she caught his attention- They spent many hours talking and+ when someone else could play+ dancing- Tom was not the sort of guy Ruth s parents approved of- He was a corpsman in the Marines and a carpenter when he wasn.t in the military- His education stopped with a high school diploma- Nonetheless+ Tom and Ruth understood each other- They waited out her parents opposition for thr
	Grandpa Tom was part of President Roosevelt.s revitalization program after the Great Depression- His job was to hang electrical wire on the poles that began to dot the highways- He was lucky to have a job and was happy that it was outdoors- He hated sitting behind a desk and felt the need to be active- The aim of the program was to make electricity available to everyone in the United States+ so by the nature of his job+ he and his family had to move across the country from one little town to another every f
	Grandpa Tom was part of President Roosevelt.s revitalization program after the Great Depression- His job was to hang electrical wire on the poles that began to dot the highways- He was lucky to have a job and was happy that it was outdoors- He hated sitting behind a desk and felt the need to be active- The aim of the program was to make electricity available to everyone in the United States+ so by the nature of his job+ he and his family had to move across the country from one little town to another every f
	them wherever they moved- Grandpa Tom knew how important having the piano was to 

	her and he never balked at the cost oftransporting it- 
	Ruth was thirty,three when Tom died- Mom was eight years old and her sister Jacquie was twelve- I had asked my mom before she passed away about how he died but she didn.t remember very much- Jacquie remembered+ though- She was old enough to understand the meaning ofthe events for the family and was able to remember enough to tell me what had happened- She always started out by prefacing the telling ofit with the statement "I can tell you there is such a thing as ESP- I don.t have it+ but I.ve seen it close 
	"Be careful-" 
	"I will- <ou+ too-" 
	They had both felt that something awful was about to happen but they had no idea what it might be- 
	It had been a blisteringly hot day and the evening.s thunderstorms had downed power lines in outlying neighborhoods- Grandpa Tom donned the protective clothing, overalls+ coat+ boots+ hat and gloves, that were to insulate him from electrical current+ grabbed his toolbox and went out to help the other linesmen restore power- 
	Grandma Ruth woke sometime in the middle of the night- She called Tom.s supervisor and demanded that they go find Tom- She said he was dead and needed to be brought down offthe pole- The supervisor assured her that the power had been turned off on the lines that Tom was working on and he was sure Tom was fine- Grandma insisted 
	Grandma Ruth woke sometime in the middle of the night- She called Tom.s supervisor and demanded that they go find Tom- She said he was dead and needed to be brought down offthe pole- The supervisor assured her that the power had been turned off on the lines that Tom was working on and he was sure Tom was fine- Grandma insisted 
	that they go look for him and+ to appease what he probably saw as a hysterical woman+ 

	the supervisor said he would- 
	Grandma Ruth dressed in her navy blue suit with white piping- It was the most expensive outfit she owned and she saved it exclusively for church- Then she woke Jacquie and told her to put on her Sunday outfit+ the green skirt and jacket with her white blouse and shoes- Jacquie asked her mother why they were getting ready for church in the middle of the night- She remembers Grandma Ruth.s words exactly- 
	"We.re not getting ready for church+ Jacquie- <our father has died- We need to be ready when the people from his company come to tell us- <our father would want us to look our best-" 
	Aunt Jacquie did as she was told while Grandma Ruth dressed my still sleeping mother in her best clothes- Grandma Ruth carried Mom into the living room and sat her in the corner of the couch and Jacquie followed+ mute- Then+ Grandma Ruth disappeared into the bathroom and came out with a brush which she applied to Mom.s shoulder length dark hair- Then she brushed out Jacquie.s short straight blonde bob- It was then that she noticed that one of the buttons on Jacquie.s suit jacket was hanging by a few loose t
	"We can.t have that+" she said- She disappeared again and came back with her sewing box- With Jacquie standing in front of her+ still wearing the jacket+ Ruth clipped the loose threads and sewed the button on so that it was snug- Then she buttoned it up agam-
	The three ofthem sat in the semi,darkness+ lit only by a small comer lamp on the end table- The area where Grandpa Tom was restoring power had nothing to do with them; their power was fine- 
	"Mom+ how do you know Dad.s dead?" Jacquie asked- 
	"I just know-" 
	"Did you have a dream?" 
	"No-" 
	"Did his spirit come to tell you?" 
	"No+ Jacquie- I didn.t have a dream+ I didn.t see his spirit- I just know-" 
	They found Grandpa Tom+ still in full gear+ strapped to an electrical pole- A live wire snapped and spit as it danced in the wind around the pole and him- 
	The man in the central office who was supposed to have turned off the power to the lines leading into that area had failed to do so- They found him passed out in his chair+ drunk again- He had been threatened with losing his job several times for being drunk on duty- Each time+ he promised he would sober up and the supervisor wanted to believe him because the man had a wife and six kids to support- His sympathy cost Grandpa Tom his life- 
	They found a burn line on his forearm between his glove and coat sleeve- He must have reached up to grab the wire and it lashed out+ catching him on that mere slit of exposed skin+ searing a slash line and sending enough volts and amperage down his arm to bum a pathway through his body and stop his heart- His death certificate listed the cause of death as accidental+ due to "burns from electrocution" caused by "coming into contact with a 2300 volt wire in the line of duty-" Voltage as low as 110 with ampera
	They found a burn line on his forearm between his glove and coat sleeve- He must have reached up to grab the wire and it lashed out+ catching him on that mere slit of exposed skin+ searing a slash line and sending enough volts and amperage down his arm to bum a pathway through his body and stop his heart- His death certificate listed the cause of death as accidental+ due to "burns from electrocution" caused by "coming into contact with a 2300 volt wire in the line of duty-" Voltage as low as 110 with ampera
	as low as 60 can cause ventricular fibrillation+ a condition in which the heart muscles 

	tremble independently of each other rather than contracting rhythmically to send blood 
	through the body+ and can cause death within minutes- Voltage levels of 500 cause 
	extensive internal bums due to the resistance of flesh to the path of the current- The 
	electric wire that touched Grandpa Tom had four and a halftimes the voltage that would 
	cause severe internal bums and twenty times that required to cause heart failure- He 
	would have been dead within seconds- 
	They said he died instantly- Did he know that he was dying in that last moment? Was his last thought of his wife+ Ruth? Is that how she knew he was dead? Did their thoughts meet in one last touch? There doesn.t seem to be any other explanation for Grandma Ruth knowing that he was dead- There was no reason for her to think that that night would be different from any other- Grandpa Tom routinely went out in bad weather to restore downed power lines- He was experienced and prepared- I believe that in the last 
	Grandma Ruth never remarried- She wore her wedding rings until the day she died- As a teenager+ I had thought their story very romantic+ a great love- Jacquie laughed and said that they did love each other very much but they had problems like any other couple- She said one thing that they always insisted upon whenever they disagreed was to come to a meeting of the minds before they went to bed+ even if it was just to agree to disagree- They didn.t want to let resentments grow and fester as time went on+ so 
	Grandma Ruth never remarried- She wore her wedding rings until the day she died- As a teenager+ I had thought their story very romantic+ a great love- Jacquie laughed and said that they did love each other very much but they had problems like any other couple- She said one thing that they always insisted upon whenever they disagreed was to come to a meeting of the minds before they went to bed+ even if it was just to agree to disagree- They didn.t want to let resentments grow and fester as time went on+ so 
	percent- That.s because you know what it costs you+ but you don.t know what it costs the other person- So+ you give more than you think is halfway to get to halfway- 

	It seems to me that to have a bond strong enough to defy death+ they must have been very much in love- But love was not enough to keep the marriage going- They had to have practical skills to deal with day,to,day living- They had worked out a way to argue that would bring them to a compromise or an agreement to disagree- Even in those instances when they wanted different things they found a way to help each other get what they wanted- Such an ability had to begin with self,respect and respect for the other 
	Shelley and Michael may have Ruth and Tom.s formula for resolving disagreements+ one that will help them become even closer in the years to come as they work together to work out problems- They have had disagreements that got very heated+ emotions ran high and voices were raised- They battled it out until they were both satisfied with the end result- Their hugs afterwards showed that they had come to a mutual understanding- Ifmy husband and I had fought that way over our differences+ we would have been divo
	Shelley and Michael may have Ruth and Tom.s formula for resolving disagreements+ one that will help them become even closer in the years to come as they work together to work out problems- They have had disagreements that got very heated+ emotions ran high and voices were raised- They battled it out until they were both satisfied with the end result- Their hugs afterwards showed that they had come to a mutual understanding- Ifmy husband and I had fought that way over our differences+ we would have been divo
	satisfying conclusion+ arguments may clear the air and help the marriage rather than lead to divorce- 

	<> 
	A common sentiment in the 1970.s was that marriage was just a piece of paper having nothing to do with the real relationship- But now it was beginning to look to me as if marriage was one of the most important contracts a person could enter into- The courage that it took to take that last step in a relationship called for a clear head- 
	While Grandma Ruth had married for love+ her mother+ Lillian+ seemed to have started out in something more like an arranged marriage- While it.s true they were attracted to each other+ Lillian and her husband Gus both seemed to choose each other out of more practical considerations- 
	Great,grandmother Lillian didn.t marry until she was twenty six and if it had been left entirely up to her+ she would have been a lot older than that- She wasn.t pursuing a higher degree or an artistic vocation; she was having fun and she saw no reason why she would want to change that enjoyable state of affairs- She was all of four feet ten inches tall+ with dark brown hair+ grey eyes and a feisty disposition- 
	Lillian met Gus when he was on a sort of civilian shore leave- He worked for his father.s company piloting trading ships that hopped from port to port from their home in Prince Edward Island+ Canada+ down the eastern seaboard of the U-S-and into the Caribbean-Gus was six feet+ four inches tall+ skinny+ bony+ had a prominent hooked nose+ a wild shock of light brown hair and blue eyes- Oddly+ for a man who made his living working out at sea+ he never learned to swim- As a little girl+ Jacquie once asked him w
	Lillian met Gus when he was on a sort of civilian shore leave- He worked for his father.s company piloting trading ships that hopped from port to port from their home in Prince Edward Island+ Canada+ down the eastern seaboard of the U-S-and into the Caribbean-Gus was six feet+ four inches tall+ skinny+ bony+ had a prominent hooked nose+ a wild shock of light brown hair and blue eyes- Oddly+ for a man who made his living working out at sea+ he never learned to swim- As a little girl+ Jacquie once asked him w
	and replied+ "<oung lady+ no ship of mine would ever dare sink-" He wasn.t kidding or 

	being facetious; he meant it- That was Gus.s philosophy on life- He could do anything he 
	wanted to and succeed- 
	Gus and Lillian.s father James got along well right away- James liked Gus.s energy and confidence and they both liked to play chess- Whenever Gus could spend a few days in Boston while his ship loaded and unloaded cargo+ one of his favorite things to do was to go and play chess with James- They talked about their lives and families+ world events and sports while they sat across each other in front of the chess board plotting to annihilate each other.s chess pieces- James became well acquainted with Gus.s te
	James loved his children and they knew it- Lillian was thirteen when her mother died- James remarried a year later to give the children a mother- Aunt Jacquie reports that before they married+ he made clear to his prospective bride that should there be any problems between her and the children+ she would be "out of here-" She accepted the edict and married him- Although the children were well aware of the circumstances of 
	I11 the marriage+ they evidently treated their new mother well+ as their friendships with her extended into adulthood- So+ when James proposed his choice of a husband to Lillian+ even though she wasn.t of a disposition to marry any time soon+ she considered it seriously- She knew her 
	II, 
	father would choose someone who would treat her well+ be a good provider+ and share their cultural and religious background- Those things were important to Irish immigrants who wanted to succeed in their new homeland but maintain their cultural identity- She 
	.,.
	. 
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	was impressed with Gus.s strategy in getting to know her father before paying suit to her- She finally agreed to go out with him and Lillian and Gus began a courtship- Before she agreed to marry him+ she insisted that he quit merchant sailing- She wouldn.t have a man who would be gone for weeks on end- Gus left his father.s company and got a job as a tugboat captain+ which would keep him in Boston Harbor and home at nights+ but still allow him to work with the ships- 
	Gus and Lillian were married on January 6+ 1899- They signed the legal paperwork in a civil ceremony in West Newton+ Massachusetts and took a horse and buggy carriage ride to the church where friends and family waited to witness their marriage vows in a Catholic Mass- Almost a foot of snow had fallen and more was drifting down as they rode side by side+ bundled under blankets+ through the trees in the countryside-
	Gus liked to tell the story of how they came upon a man in at,shirt+ with about three day.s growth of beard+ holding a beer bottle in one hand and clenching a cigar through brown teeth- He was leaning out of the window of his house some ways up the hill- Gus smiled and waved and the man grinned and waved back- Gus turned to check the road ahead of them- When he turned back the man was no longer smiling but shaking his fist at them and yelling something that he was too far away for Gus to be able to make out
	Aunt Jacquie remembers the evening+ many years later+ when Lillian enlightened her husband- They had all just finished dinner and were sitting around in the living room-Grandma Ruth+ Mom and Jacquie were passing around florist brochures and discussing what types of flowers Mom might like for her wedding- Lillian was crocheting a medallion tablecloth and Gus had just told the "horse and buggy" story for the umpteenth time- Lillian looked up from her thread- 
	"Dear+ do you suppose that if I had thumbed my nose at the man for being so rude as to present such a crude sight on our wedding day+ that might explain the change in his behavior?" 
	The sides of Gus.s handlebar mustache twitched up and down and his eyes twinkled-
	"<es+ dear+ I suppose that might explain it-" 
	Lillian.s marriage appears to have been arranged by her father and Gus on the most practical bases- Gus loved the sea but was ready to settle down and raise a family- Lillian was prepared to eventually mmTy someone suitable and do the same- He was twenty seven and she was twenty six+ old enough to know who they were and what they wanted- Each was independent and leading a life that suited them- Marriage was a conscious choice that they made to join their lives in pursuit of common goals- Besides their cultu
	Lillian.s marriage appears to have been arranged by her father and Gus on the most practical bases- Gus loved the sea but was ready to settle down and raise a family- Lillian was prepared to eventually mmTy someone suitable and do the same- He was twenty seven and she was twenty six+ old enough to know who they were and what they wanted- Each was independent and leading a life that suited them- Marriage was a conscious choice that they made to join their lives in pursuit of common goals- Besides their cultu
	the key to a long puzzled riddle is an indication that that appreciation continued and 

	probably grew- 
	<> 
	Michael and Shelley seemed to have the most in common with Gus and Lillian- Although I didn.t believe that physical appearances had anything to do with happiness in marriage+ both men were a foot or more taller than their wives- The "little woman" was little only in stature- Both Shelley and Lillian were strong women who could hold their own in any situation- Shelley and Michael were both in their late twenties+ had built independent lives while waiting for the right person to marry+ and shared a sense of h
	It seemed to me that there were three points that would determine whether a marriage would be successful- First+ there must be a mutual attraction- That is an easy one nowadays since we choose our own mates rather than suffer the arrangements of parents who might ignore a proposed spouse.s obesity+ bad breath or body odor and hyena,laugh for more practical considerations like familial financial gain- Second+ two people must share a mutual vision about what their married life will look like- This means many 
	It seemed to me that there were three points that would determine whether a marriage would be successful- First+ there must be a mutual attraction- That is an easy one nowadays since we choose our own mates rather than suffer the arrangements of parents who might ignore a proposed spouse.s obesity+ bad breath or body odor and hyena,laugh for more practical considerations like familial financial gain- Second+ two people must share a mutual vision about what their married life will look like- This means many 
	strictly or with leniency? Will they be involved in a specific religion+ and if so+ which one? Where will they live? How do they see the use of money? Do they expect marriage to be a life,long commitment or is it just something they plan to try and see how it goes? Are their personal aspirations compatible and are they supportive of each other.s aspirations? These discussions demand complete honesty and the ability to walk away if unbridgeable differences appear- Third+ they must be able to discuss and work

	My husband and I failed on points two and three- Any mutual attraction we had disappeared when our differing views of married life created resentment in both of us that we were not prepared to work together to fix- My parents had a mutual attraction in the beginning and had discussed what each of them was looking for in life- However+ when Dad.s vision of what he wanted for his life changed and he didn.t honestly discuss it with my mother+ their marriage became one of unfulfilled expectations- They were una
	Shelley and Michael had a mutual attraction+ neither of them possessing excessive body fat+ foul odors or hyena laughs- Oddly+ their attraction seemed to have begun over a disagreement about whether or not to hyphenate their children.s last names- They came to an agreement that their children would carry both names but without the hyphen- They had more heated discussions about both realistic and philosophical issues arising from the premarital counseling classes which they appeared to conclude satisfactoril
	They both showed integrity by honestly talking about what they were looking for in life- When they came together they were mature enough already to know who they were and what they wanted- They both want to be professors at smaller schools rather than research schools so that they can spend the maximum amount of time with their children- They are both fiscally conservative and prefer to live simply- They agree that they want between four and six children+ and want to raise them with patience and hands on at
	They began their courtship with a debate and have continued to debate and compromise on the important issues ever since- This skill seems to show the most 
	,-------+---
	promise for success in their relationship and does not seem to be a chore for them+ as they seem to enjoy the challenge- 
	Shelley and Michael seemed to have all three points covered: mutual attraction+ shared vision+ and the ability to work together to resolve disagreements- They like and love each other- They have had long+ detailed discussions with each other+ with family+ and with friends about their goals+ values and beliefs as regards their planned married life- They treat each other with respect even when they disagree and work to find a solution that they will both be happy with to any problems that arise- 
	I held no illusions that their married life would always be smooth- Life isn.t- They would have problems like anyone else+ but it seemed to me that they were equipped with the skills to handle whatever came their way- I believed they would work together for their relationship and their family- I allowed myself the glimmer of hope that one day they would know what the other was saying before he or she said it+ and maybe supply the missing pieces to a spouse.s long puzzled over riddle- 
	<> 
	I awoke to the raucous chirping of birds and a blinding ray of sun that stabbed through a crack in the curtains and pierced my left eye- I must have fallen asleep somewhere in the early morning hours- I was going to look like hell in the wedding photos- I wouldn.t be able to cover up a sleepless night with extra make,up+ either- The photographer said we should use make,up sparingly and try to look as natural as possible- He said make,up showed up in stark outlines in photographs and too much would make us l
	didn.t look ghastly- .
	~ 
	The wedding was in a small town neighborhood parish church whose location just offa state highway gave no promise ofits beauty inside- I was seated in the front pew on the left side with the groom.s parents and three sisters on the other side ofthe aisle- I gazed at the back walls ofthe altar while I waited for the rest ofthe eighty or so guests to be seated- The walls were painted a creamy yellow that lit up the entire area as ifthe sun had its own private entrance- Huge urns of summer flowers flanked the 
	When the music began+ everyone turned to watch the four couples process up the aisle+ the bridesmaids in their little black dresses+ and the groomsmen in black suits- When each couple reached the front they peeled off in opposite directions to line up in front ofthe altar- 
	Michael appeared at the back ofthe church in the center aisle- He was attired in a cream colored shirt and suit with a cocoa colored vest and tie and wore a dark red rose on his lapel- He held out his hand to Shelley+ who came from the other side ofthe narthex and took it- She was wearing a strapless cream gown and a champagne overskirt and train+ both liberally embroidered with pearls- Her hair was done up in curls with pearls scattered among them- She was a beautiful vision- They had decided on this manne
	Michael appeared at the back ofthe church in the center aisle- He was attired in a cream colored shirt and suit with a cocoa colored vest and tie and wore a dark red rose on his lapel- He held out his hand to Shelley+ who came from the other side ofthe narthex and took it- She was wearing a strapless cream gown and a champagne overskirt and train+ both liberally embroidered with pearls- Her hair was done up in curls with pearls scattered among them- She was a beautiful vision- They had decided on this manne
	representative of their life.s journey with each other+ side by side+ arm in arm- One was not given to the other; neither was completely responsible for them both+ but they were two people equally responsible for themselves and each other- 

	Except that Shelley looked a little confused- She had taken Michael.s hand but pulled him back when he tried to move forward- Then the attendants. music ended and their entrance music began- Shelley smiled at Michael and they started to move forward- His determined long strides pulled Shelley along far faster than their music dictated- She pulled back on his arm with her elbow+ not turning her head+ but whispering to him under her breath- She succeeded in slowing him down for a few steps+ only to have to re
	When the priest led them in the recitation of the marriage vows+ Shelley and Michael looked into each other.s eyes- They held hands and smiled when they put the wedding bands on each other.s fingers- There was no doubt on either of their faces- 
	<> After three and a half years of marriage and two children+ Shelley and Michael were in their final year of graduate school- They asked me if I would be interested in quitting my administrative job+ making my home with them and helping out- They said they planned to have more children and promised I wouldn t be bored- Of course+ I accepted- I hoped soon to have my degree and could use more time to write- One afternoon+ I brought the kids in after a walk in the fresh spring air to the sound of their parent
	"No+ it isn.t! That.s what you heard because you weren.t listening to me- What I said was ----" 
	We lost what they were saying as they caught sight of us and headed into the privacy of their bedroom and we went into the kitchen for a snack- We prepared some juice and cookies while muted sounds of verbal battle came from the other side of the house- We sat at the kitchen table and talked about the bugs they had seen+ and pretty soon sounds from the other room ceased- When I heard a giggle+ I took the kids through to the den and put on a movie- There would be time enough later for them to learn about for
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